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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, resonances produced in two photon interactions were investigated with

the TASSO detector at PETR.A. The rj' and A^ resonances were studied in a final state

of charged pions and low energy photons. The couplings of these resonances to 77 were

measured:

= 5.1 ± OA{stat.) ± 0.65(syst.) keV,

= 0.90 ±0.27{stat.) ± 0.16{syst.) keV.

A search for t(l460) and rjc (2980) was initiated. Upper limits on the 77 widths of these

resonances times their branching ratio to the decay channel were obtained:

T^(i -> 77) x B{L -> p°7) < 0.54 keV (95% C.L.),

r ^ ( r j e -> 77) x B{rtc -+ r]'ir+ir~) < 2.6 keV (95% C.L.).

A proportonal tubes electromagnetic calorimeter operating in the proportional mode was

constructed. Tower readout was incorporated. The calorimeter gave an energy resolution

of: c/E ~ 19%/y/E.

Large surface, Thin Gap Chambers (TGC), were developed and constructed for the

OPAL hadron pole-tip-calorimeter. The TGC operate in a high gain mode. They provide

large signals for both pad and strip readout, without the need for amplification. To form

a hadron calorimeter, ten chambers were interlaced with 8 cm thick iron slabs between

them. An energy resolution of: c/E = 105%/y/E was obtained.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

§1.1 General Introduction

Present theoretical explanations of high energy physics phenomena are based on the

idea that matter consists of a number of different types of fundamental fermions (particles

with half integer spins). The fermions interact through the exchange of bosons (particles

with integer spins). The fermions and bosons are said to be fundamental in the sense that

all known material can be explained in terms of combinations of them, and that presently

there is no evidence that they are composed of smaller entities.

The fermions can be divided into two classes: leptons (electron, muon, tau and their

neutrinos) and quarks (up, down, charm, strange, bottom, and the yet to be discovered

top quark). Free quarks have not been observed, but combinations of quarks explain the

spectroscopy of hadronic states. Quark and anti-quark combinations explain most of the so

called meson spectroscopy, while combinations of three quarks (or anti quarks) explain the

baryon (anti-baryon) spectroscopy. The existence of quarks was predicted by the theories

of Zweig x and Gell-Mann 2, who attempted to explain the patterns observed in hadrons by

postulating that the known hadrons were composed of yet smaller substructures. The need

for smaller substructures within the hadrons was established by deep inelastic scattering

experiments of electrons on nucleons in the late 1960's 3, showing that nucleons were

composed of smaller substructures.

In high energy physics there are the electro-weak and strong interactions. The in-

teractions are mediated by the exchange of bosons. These interactions can be described

mathematically by gauge theories. One of the gauge theories that describes most of the



experimental results of the electro-weak interactions is "The Standard Model" 4~8, using

the gauge groups Z7(l) x 517(2), and the gauge bosons *j,Z0,W~ and W+. The gauge

theory of the strong interaction is Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) 8~12, using the

gauge group SU(3), and the gauge bosons being the gluons (g). The best evidence for the

existence of the gluon was obtained in 1979 at the PETRA storage ring in DESY,1,3"16

while the W±, Z° were discovered in 1983 at the CERN SPS collider 17~20.

1.1.1 This Thesis

The idea that stimulated this work was to investigate with the TASSO detector at

PETRA resonance formation in 77 interactions. The resonances investigated were char-

acterized by a final state with charged pions and low energy photons. After identifying

the resonances, their coupling to 77 was measured, thereby testing the quark model and

SU(3) relations.

The first particle to be measured was the i) (958) decaying via p°7 into a final state

with two oppositely charged pions and one photon. The response of the TASSO detector to

charged particles has been studied thoroughly, and various simulation programs have been

written. That was not the case with low energy photons. These photons had to be well

measured down to energies of ~ 100 MeV by shower counters designed to measure higher

energies. It was a challenge to understand the detailed processes involved in the passage of

low energy photons through the TASSO detector. The detection efficiency and the energy

and position resolutions of the various electromagnetic calorimeters used to detect the low

energy photon were studied thoroughly, and detailed simulations were performed.

The ?r+7r~7r0 final state was investigated, and the coupling of the A2 (1320) to 77

was measured. The need to detect two low energy photons (coming from the ir° decay)

coincided well with the experience gained while analyzing the ?r+7r~7 final state.

A search was done for other resonances, observed in other experiments (hadronic

production, J/V> decays, etc.), which decay into final states with low energy photons. Two
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resonances were searched for: i(l440) decaying through p°i to the 7r+7r~-7 final state, and

?7C (2980) decaying through rj' n+n~ to the 7r+7r~7r+7r~Tf final state. In both cases an

upper limit on the production of these resonances in -7-7 interactions times the branching

ratio of the resonance to the decay channel was obtained.

High Energy experiments of today take around 10 years from initialization to comple-

tion. This time is used in planning, building the experiment, data acquisition and analyses.

Most physicists have to master both the hardware involved in planning, building and main-

taining an experiment, and the data analyses. The author, having analyzed events which

require a calorimeter to detect photons in the final state, had the unique opportunity to

be part of a team designing and building a proportional tubes electromagnetic calorimeter

and thin gap chambers for the hadron pole tip calorimeter of the OPAL experiment at

LEP.

The layout of this thesis is as follows:

* Chapter 1 describes the theory of resonance production in 77 interactions, and the

theory of calorimeteric techniques.

* Chapter 2 describes the experimental apparatus: PETRA and TASSO.

* Chapter 3 describes the r;'analysis.

* Chapter 4 describes the Ai analysis. This work was done together with R. Ger-

hards.

* Chapter 5 describes the search for 1 and tje .

* Chapter 6 describes the development of an electromagnetic calorimeter using pro-

portional tubes with tower readout.

* Chapter 7 describes the development of TGC for the hadron pole tip calorimeter

of the OPAL experiment at LEP.
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§1.2 The e+e Annihilation. Channel

In e+e~ annihilation one can study electro-weak and strong interactions under well

defined initial conditions. Furthermore, all the incoming energy of the electron and positron

is used to create new particles, making e+e~ annihilation a suitable place to search for

new heavy quarks and other particles.

The diagram describing e+e~ annihilation into quark anti-quark pair is shown in

figure 1.1 .

Figure 1.1. e+e annihilation into qq~ .

In this process the electron and positron annihilate via the ee*y vertex, which can be

calculated in the framework of QED. The time-like photon produced in this annihilation

can couple to leptons or quarks. The production of qq~ pairs (subsequently fragmenting

into hadrons) is used to study the qq-f vertex, and the effect of weak and QCD corrections

on this vertex.

A measurement of great interest in the e+e~ annihilation channel is the total hadronic

cross-section, which relates directly to the appearance of new heavy quarks. In the quark-

parton model the total cross-section measures the sum of the squares of the quark charges

e<j- R> the quantity measuring the total hadronic cross-section over the muon pair QED

production cross-section, cancels out all kinematical factors, leaving us with:

',? (1.1)-
i=l,5
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eqi is the t'th quark charge, i running over all quarks produced in the annihilation process.

The factor of three accounts for the fact that quarks come in three colours.

At this time, only five quarks (u,d,s,c,b) were shown to contribute to this cross-

section. Changes in the cross-section for e+e~ annihilation into hadrons as the beam energy

of the electron-positron machine is increased, can tell us about the production of new heavy

quarks. New heavy quarks, t, will show up as narrow vector bound states (ti) leading to

enhancements in R. Some 2 GeV above the lowest vector state ti, continuum production

is expected which, ignoring threshold factors, leads to an increase in R of AiZ = 3e?(
2

and to the appearance of "spherically" shaped events which are easily discernible from the

dominant process of two-jet event production.

§1.3 Two Photon Interactions

The study of photon photon interactions became feasible for the first time with th'

operation of high energy e+e~ machines. Each beam can be viewed as a source of virtu

bremsstrahlung (space-like) photons which interact, producing the yy system ( figure 1.1

Figure 1.2. 77 production mechanism in e+e interactions

This system can couple to resonances or to fermion pairs, giving the final state »

e+e~X, where X has even charge conjugation (C=+). The cross-section for the tw

photon process is of order a4 and in comparison to the annihilation channel, where th
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cross-section is of order a2 , is of small importance at small beam energy [Eb < 1 GeV).

However, at higher beam energies the situation is reversed. While the I7 process decreases

proportionally to -^ (coming from the virtual photon propagator), the cross-section for

the 77 process is proportional to ^7-, where W^n is the 77 center of mass energy? *and

increases by two factors of ln(EbJme) (due to the fact that the two electrons radiate pho-

tons so easily). The cross-section for the production of 77 processes in e+e~ interactions

can be written in terms of the Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA - to be described

later) by:

(^)((£))X_X (1.2),
where a-,-,_x is a function of the 77 process.

One must realize that, although the 77 cross-section increases with beam energy, many

of the 77 produced events remain unobserved. The energies of the incoming photons are

usually quite different. This leads to a large Lorentz boost from the 77 center of mass

system to the laboratory frame. As a consequence, all final state angular distributions are

strongly peaked towards the direction of the beam pipe, and the particles produced in the *

reaction are hard to detect.

77 interactions enable us to study QED to the 4th order in a by measuring lepton

pairs. Since the 77 system has even C parity, the 77 coupling to resonances with C=+ .

can be measured, testing SU(3) symmetry and models of multiquark and gluonium states.

Exclusive states produced in 77 interactions teach us about the Vector meson Dominance

Model (VDM), Partially Conserved Axial Currents (PCAC) and QCD. At higher beam

energies (PETRA and PEP beam energies around 15-20 GeV), hard scattering processes

in 77 reactions can be compared to QCD predictions. Excellent reviews of these topics

can be found in the papers of W. Wagner21, H. Kolanoski22and G. Alexander 2 3 .

Experimentally, the separation between e+e~ annihilation and the 77 processes is

based on their different properties. In the annihilation channel all the available energy is

transferred through the virtual photon to the final state, while in 77 interactions most

- 6 -



of the available energy is carried away by the scattered electrons, characterizing the two-

photon final state by its low invariant mass. This is demonstrated in figure 1.3 , where

the total charged energy of the final state, divided by the center of mass energy, is plotted,

for events with 2 charged particles in the final state. Events coming from *yy interac-

tions are mainly concentrated at low energy ratios (0 - 0.3) while those coming from

e+e~ annihilation constitute the remainder of the graph. The *n events shown in this

graph, are the ones used for most of the analyses in this thesis.

100.0
0.0

Figure 1.3. Total charged energy divided by CMS energy, for TASSO

charged particle events.

The *n process can be "tagged" by the identification of the scattered electron/s. The

identification of these electrons is extremely difficult, as most of them are emitted into or

close to the beam pipe. Furthermore, there is a large amount of background events from

small angle Bhabha scattering (e+e~ —• e+e~). A small fraction (typically 10%) can be

detected at larger angles. For the analyses described here, no tag on the scattered electrons

was required ("no tag" mode).

- 7 -



1.3.1 Kinematics and the Cross Section in Two Photon Processes

The kinematics of the reaction

are shown in figure 1.4 :

P, =

-* e+e~X

Figure 1.4' The kinematics of 77 interactions.

where p»- = (-Ei,p*») defines the four momentum of the incoming electrons, p{ = (E^, p't)

the four momentum of the outgoing electrons, 0,-, fa the polar and azimuthal angles of the

scattered electrons, and ft = {Eni, qi) the four momenta of the photons.

The differential cross-section for reaction (1.3) is given by:

where t ^ is the leptonic tensor accounting for the fluxes and polarization states of the two

photons. Averaging over the initial polarization states and summing over the final ones,

one obtains:

(1.5).
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M*iVKX is the rank four "hadronic tensor" with 44 = 256 components. Making use of a) the

fact that the photon is a spin 1 particle that couples only to conserved vector currents; b)

time reversal symmetry of M*""6*; c) parity invariance of M'Lt"tX\ and d) conservation of

angular momentum, the number of independent components of M*VKX can be reduced to

8. The experiment was performed with unpolarized e+e~ beams, leading to the vanishing

of two of the amplitudes. The cross-section in terms of these six amplitudes of Af M"16* is:

a (e + e" - e+e~X) =
(1-6)

+ Fuoti + Fitau + Fuan + FttTtt cos 2<j> + Funi cos 4>

where the F's are flux factors for photons with transverse (t) or longitudinal (/) polariza-

tions, the <7*s are the cross-sections, either for the unpolarized transverse photons which

have helicities of ± 1 , or for the longitudinal photons with helicity 0. The interference

terms, Ta and r tj , depend on the angle between the lepton scattering planes in the 77

center of mass system, <£, and vanish after integration over it (i.e. when at least one of

the electrons is not tagged). As there are no longitudinal on-the-mass-shell photons, only

att and Ttt survive in the limit of real photons. The general Q2 dependence of the four

cross-section terms and the two interference terms are (Q2 — —q2):

l ,0,0) = i(a1( +ox)

O) = (a , -«rA)

°tl"Ql (1.7)
ait « Q\

on oc Q\Q\

where the limit exists when Q\,Q\ approach zero, and cr,, ,a± are defined as the cross

sections for two transverse photons with linear polarization parallel or perpendicular to

each other.

- 9 -



1.3.2 Vector Meson Dominance

At high momentum transfer (Q2) the coupling of photons to quarks can be regarded as

pomtlike ( figure 1.5 a.). However, at lower momentum transfer, a photon can be assumed

to transform momentarily to vector mesons with the same quantum numbers (JPC = 1—,

like p, u>, <p) which mediate hadronic interactions ( figure 1.5 b.).

a)

Figure 1.5. a. Pointlike *n coupling to quarks b. VDM coupling of TY to hadrons.

The ratio of probabilities for transforming to any of these mesons can be derived from

SU(3) symmetry24 (it is proportional to the square of the constituent quarks charge, i.e.

p 1 u : <j> — 9 :1 : 2), and mass corrections25, yielding: p : w : ̂  = 9 : (l.0±0.3): (2.1 ±0.6).

This model was tested in numerous experiments26, and seems to describe real and quasi-

real photon interactions at small momentum transfer rather well. The corresponding

cross-section formula is therefore:

-VDM _ -2^2 V* * * „ (•, o\
0 ,'t -thadront ~ " a / * f2 ~fT" VV -*hadron» K1-0)

where the /v's are the photon to vector-meson coupling constants, and avv> is the vector-

meson vector-meson cross-section. With additional assumptions the Q2 dependence can

be obtained. The simplest and most natural one is to use the p form factor since the

photon interacts predominantly as a p° meson27"28. Using the factorization assumption

(the same Q2 dependence for both ott and atl) one obtains:

- 10 -



where F\ is the p form factor:

. t , V
(1.10)

1.3.3 Approximation Methods

In order to relate the *n cross sections to the initial e+e~ interactions two approxi-

mations are currently used.

• The Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA)29 relates the electromagnetic interac-

tion produced by a moving charged particle and that which is produced by photons through

a Fourier transform. For relativistic charged particles the photon spectrum is dominated by

-transversely polarized photons. One neglects the longitudinally polarized photons, keeping

only the trtt &nd TU terms and replacing the incoming electron by a flux of real photons,

J\T(w), where w is the photon's frequency. Eq. (1.4) is replaced by:

= /
JO

n (l-ll)
O

The two photons are treated independently and there are no angular correlations between

them.

The Luminosity Function (LF) 3 0 approximation neglects, as in EPA, the longitudi-

nally polarized photons and defines a "two-photon Luminosity Function, L 7 7" . Equation

(1.6) can be rewritten as:

The Luminosity Function approach is superior to that of the EPA, since; a) it includes

•angular correlation between the electrons; b) it can deal with large electron scattering

angles, and c) it gives a better approximation in the small 2 = -j^t region. Unfortunately,

- 11 -



the formulas are very complicated and cannot be easily used in an analytical way. However,

since multi-dimensional integration can be handled easily by modern computers, the vast

majority of 77 Monte-Carlo simulation programs accommodate the LF approach. For

analytic calculations, the nice form of the EPA formula is attractive, and in fact most of

the theoretical papers use this approach.

1.3.4 77 Resonance Production

In the limit of Q\ = Q\ = 0, the formation of a single resonance by the collision

of two photons is the inverse process of a radiative decay. Therefore the two photon

production cross section for a certain particle is a measure of its radiative decay width.

The cross-section for the production of a resonance R with spin J by two real photons can

be parametrized by a Breit-Wigner function:

where T is the total width, MR the mass and F17the 77 width of the resonance. The photon

flux is calculated including only transverse photons30. The production of resonances in two

photon Interactions has some advantages compared to hadronic meson production: the

quantum numbers of the final state are restricted to those which have charge conjugation

C=-t-l. For resonances with even C parity, the G parity depends only on the isospin (J)

of the resonance: G = (—I)7. Thus isoscalars will decay into an even number of pions and

isovectors into an odd number of pions.

The measurement of the coupling of two photons to a meson resonance using

e+e~ storage rings was suggested as early as 1960 to measure the ir° life-time 31 , but

only recently was this measurement reported35. To estimate the production rate of a

resonance R in the reaction e+e~ -* e+e~R one can use the EPA to get:

(^) ^ ^ (1.14)
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where

/(z) = (2 + z 2 ) 2 l n - - ( l - x 2 ) ( 3 + z2). (1.15)

Equation (1.14) should only be used as an estimate. One important property to note is

that the production of heavy resonances is suppressed due to the 1/M% dependence.

Two photons production of resonances gives some hints on the electric charge content

of a hadron (and thus its quark composition), since they are not directly involved in strong

interactions. The coupling of two photons to a meson proceeds via the charges of the quarks

inside the meson as can be seen in figure 1.6:

Figure 1.6. The coupling of two photons to a meson

A meson can be regarded as a coherent mixture of qq pairs with different flavours.

The charge dependence of the quai'k flavours makes the 77 width particularly sensitive to

the size and the relative phases of the flavour components in this mixture.

The 77 widths of resonances depend on the fourth power of the quark charges, in
1 a model dependant form. In some particular cases, the 77 width can help distinguish

between models with integral charged quarks (ICQ) and models with fractional charged

quarks (FCQ). In models which do not have the conventional fractional charge assignment,

, the charge of the quark with a given flavour depends on its colour. In the ICQ models

the electromagnetic current is not necessarily a colour singlet but may have an octet

component. The colour singlet photon always "sees" the charges averaged over the colours,
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which are (independent of the model) the same as the fractional Gell-Mann/Zweig charges.

Only the colour octet photon measures the actual charges. Below the threshold for open

colour, the colour octet cannot contribute in I7 annihilation events. In 77 interactions two

colour octets can couple to a colour singlet final state. TMs point will be further discussed

in the TJ' study (chapter 3).

Glueballs, the bound states of two or more gluons may also make up mesons. The

most convincing trademarks of glueballs must come from their symmetry properties. Their

composition of two gauge bosons without a rest mass suggest Jpc quantum numbers of:

0 + + , 0 ~ + , 2 + + , 2 ~ + , . . . . The traditional quark model scheme properly accounts for most

observed meson states in the mass range and JFC combinations of interest. Glueball

candidates are such states which cannot be accomodated by the quark model scheme. Since

photons couple to charged particles, the fact that glueballs contain no charged valence

quarks manifests in the suppression of the two photon widths of such mesons. Mixing

of flavour neutral qq states of the same spin and parity as the glueball can complicate

the situation. In principle, the mixing matrix can be determined from the measured 77

widths, if the mixed states have been clearly identified. Up to day glueball states have not

definitely been seen, and one needs further information for the construction of a consistent

model for the mesons.

1.3.5 Meson Resonances in the Quark Model

Most of the measured meson resonances fit into SU(3) multiplets. Each multiplet is

composed of particles with the same JPC quantum numbers. Figure 1.7 shows the SU(3)

pseudoscalar and tensor meson nonets which will be discussed in detail in this work.

In the quark model, the mesons are represented by coherent mixtures of qq pairs with

different flavours:

The coupling of two photons (with a given 77 helicity) to a quark pair is proportional to

- H "
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Figure 1.7. a. pseudoscalar, b. tensor meson nonets

the square of the quark charges and to the wave function at the origin, F. If the wave

function vanishes at the origin (P wave), it is replaced by its derivative22. The 7-7 coupling

of a meson R can be related to the quark charges and to F by:

T7 >~ (1.17)

If SU(3) symmetry holds, the coefficients eq are given by the SU(3) representations, which

are for the flavour neutral members of the pseudoscalar (tensor) meson nonet:

(1.18)

dd+ ss)/Vz

The indices 8 and 1 denote the flavour octet and flavour singlet isoscalars. For these states,

the effective squared charges defined in equation (1.17) are (v denotes the isovector, i.e.
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or A2 ):
< e2 >„= (e2

d - e2)/V2 = -

< ej > 8 = {el + e\- 2el)/Ve = l/(3\/6) (1.19)

< «; > i = («u + «2 + e 2 ) / ^ = 2/(3>/3)

Since SU(3) symmetry is broken by the large mass of the strange quark, the observable

isoscalars 77 and r?' (f' and f) are mixtures of the SU(3) singlet and octet states (neglecting

contribution fron heavy quarks):

77 = cos 0»7g — sin 0»7i

T)' = Sin ©778 + COS 07/1

(1.20)

/ ' = cos 0 / 8 - sin 0/x

/ = sin 0/s + cos 0 / i

The case of "ideal mixing" is that the mesons axe either made of the light u,d quarks or

of s quarks only, corresponding to 0 = 35.3°. Neglecting any possible mass dependence of

the partial width f the ratios of the partial widths divided by the mass of the resonance

cubed, within a SU(3) nonet, depend on the quark charges, on the mixing angle, 0, and

on the ratio of the singlet to octet wave function at the origin,

=

(sin© < t2
q > 8 +RFcosQ < t\

3 : (cos© -2V2 RF sin 0 ) 2 : (sin0 + 2>/2 iZjrcos©)2.

If one assumes RF=1 (nonet symmetry), one obtains for "ideal mixing" (0 = 35.3°) the

ratio 9 : 2 : 25.

t A possible mass dependence of F-^is strongly model dependent. For example, in a non-
relativistic quark model, it depends on the radial shape of the potential for the qq bound
state 3 2 .
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1.3.6 Summary of Experimental Results of Resonances

Many meson resonances have been observed in 77 interactions during the last

years33"57. Their 77 decay widths are summarized in table 1.1.

R

»?

J

/

Experiment

PDG

NA30
C. BALL
Weighted mean

Cornell

C. BALL (Spear)
JADE
TPC/27

C. BALL (Dorris)

Weighted mean

miss, mass

MARK II (Spear)

CELLO

JADE

TASSO

PLUTO

TPC/77

MARK II (PEP)

TASSO (LAEC)

MARK II (PEP)

MARK II (PEP)

C. BALL

C. BALL

Weighted mean

PLUTO

TASSO

MARKn
C. BALL

CELLO

JADE

MARK II

Reference

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

35

40

41

42

43

44

45

35

46

47

46

46

35

35

48

49

50

5

4

5

4

T^(KeV)
7.85 ± 0.54) X 10~3

7.25 ± .18 ± .11) x 10"3

8.2 ± 0.6 ± 0.8) x 10~3

7.32 ± 0.20) x 10~3

0.324 ± 0.046
0.56 ± 0.12 ± 0.10
0.53 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 ± 0.04
0.64 ± 0.14 ± 0.13
0.55 ± 0.02 ± 0.06
0.56 ± 0.04
5.4 ± 2.1 ± 1.2
5.8 ± 1.1 ± 1.2
6.2 ±1.1 ±0.8
5.0 ± 0.5 ± 0.9
5.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.7
3.8 ±0.3 ±0.4
4.5 ±0.3 ±0.6
3.8 ± 0.5
5.1 ±0.7 ±0.8
4.3 ± 0.8
3.6 ± 1.0
4.1 ± 0.3 ± 0.8
6.0 ± 0.9 ± 0.9
4.3 ± 0.3
2.3 ± 0.5 ± 0.35
3.2 ± 0.2 ± 0.6
3.6 ±0.3 ±0.5
2.7 ± 0.2 ± 0.6
2.5 ± 0.1 ± 0.5
2.3 ± 0.2 ± 0.5
2.5 ± 0.1 ± 0.4
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Channel

77

77

77
7 7
7 7

7Tp scattering

PI
PI
PI

PI
PI
PI
PI
PI

f/7r+7r~;r7 -H

r?7r°7r°

77

7 T + 7 T -

TT+TT"

TT+TT-

ir°ir°

7r + 7T~

7T+7T-

• 7 7
• 37T

R e m a r k s

lifetime

>relim.

'rimakoff

>relim.

e+e~ only

;his thesis

prelim.

prelim.

prelim.

prelim.

prelim.



r

PLUTO
DELCO
PEP 4/9
TPC/2-7
Weighted

C. BALL

CELLO
JADE

PLUTO

C. BALL

TASSO
Weighted

TASSO

DELCO

TPC/-n
Weighted

mean

(Spear)

(Dorris)

mean

mean

35

35

53

35

51

42

52

54

55

56

57

35

35

3.25 ± 0.25 ± 0.60
2.8 ± 0.05 ± 0.21
2.4 ±0.1 ±0.3
3.2 ± 0.1 ± 0.4
2.86 ± 0.14
0.77 ± 0.18 ± 0.27
0.81 ± 0.19 ± 0.27
0.84 ± 0.07 ± 0.15
1.06 ±0.18 ±0.19
1.14 ± 0.20 ± 0.26
0.90 ± 1.27 ± 0.16
0.90 ± 0.11
0.11 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
0.07 ± 0.01 ± 0.04
0.12 ± 0.06 ± 0.06
0.09 ± 0.03

7r+ir

1t+1t~

1t+1t~

r\it

pit

pit

PIT

pit

pit

K+K-,K°.K°e
KK
KK

prelim.

this thesis

assuming

BR(f-> KK)
= 1

Table 1.1. Resonance Table

Higher mass states were searched for in 77 interactions 58~63. Upper limits for the 77

decay widths of these resonances were obtained and are summarized in table 1.2. Some

of the resonances were observed in radiative J/\& decays. Furthermore, some of these

resonances can be postulated as gluball candidates.
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R
i

e

h

i
Vc

Experiment

TASSO

MARK II

TPC/'Y'Y

TASSO

MARK II

TASSO

TASSO

TPC/TY
TASSO
TPC/Tfy
TASSO

TASSO

R704 (ISR)

TASSO
PLUTO

TASSO
TASSO

Reference

58

46

59

46

60

58

35

60

35

58

58

61

58

62

60

63

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

^(R-XJttaV,
2.2 (95% C.L.)

2.0 (90% C.L.)

1.6 (95% C.L.)

0.54 (05% C.L.)

0.2 (90% C.L.)
3.0 (95% C.L.)

0.28 (95% C.L.)

0.08 (95% C.L.)

3.6 (95% C.L.)
0.17 (95% C.L.)

0.29 (95% C.L.)

1.0 (95% C.L.)

7.0 (95% C.L.)

4.4 (95% C.L.)

0.5 ±0.2 ±0.1
0.7 (95% C.L.)
2.6 (95% C.L.)

Decay Channel(X)

KKir
KKir
KKn
Q *t

O Of

PP
KK
KK
PP
V+1T-

KR
KK
pp-* We —* TY

KRn
KRir
4JT

Remarks

this thesis

for J=0

this thesis

Table 1.2. Upper Limits Table

§1.4 Calorimetric Techniques

1.4.1 Introduction

The experimental tools of high-energy physics research are elementary particle detec-

tors. Improved methods for detecting and measuring elementary particles have led to the

evolution in this field. The understanding of elementary particle physics has improved to

a large extent, due to progress in the techniques for measuring the trajectories of charged

particles - from early devices such as hodoscopes, emulsion stacks, to today's sophisticated

multi-wire proportional or drift chambers.
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A calorimeter is a block made mainly of active matter, interlaced with sensitive areas.

The active matter intercepts the primary particle and is of sufficient thickness to cause it to

interact and deposit all of its energy inside the detector volume in a subsequent cascade or

"shower" of increasingly lower energy particles. A small fraction of the deposited energy

goes into the production of a detectable signal in the sensitive areas (ionizatior. charge

for example) which is proportional to the initial energy, while most of the energy is lost

via ionization losses in the active material. The uncertainty in the energy measurement is

governed by statistical fluctuations in the shower development, and the fractional resolution

c/E improves with increasing energy E as 1/y/E.

Aside from the energy response, calorimetric detectors offer many other attractive

capabilities:

* they are sensitive to neutral as well as charged particles;

* the size of the detector scales logarithmically with particle energy E, whereas for

magnetic spectrometers the size scales with y/p, for a given relative momentum

resolution Ap/p;

* with segmented detectors, information on the shower development allows precise

measurements of position and angle of the incident particle;

* the differences in response to electrons, muons, and hadrons can be exploited for

particle identification;

* their fast time response allows operation at high particle rates, and the patterns

of energy deposition can be used for real-time event selection.

With the new era of high-energy colliding beam machines (LEP, HERA, etc.) the

traditional momentum analyses of a few charged particles will be partly replaced by mea-

surements of momentum and energy flow among multiple jets of particles. Calorimetric

detectors are uniquely suited to such tasks, provided the intrinsic potential of these instru-

ments as primary detectors can be fully realized.
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1.4.2 Electromagnetic and Hadronic Showers

The fundamental limitations on calorimetric determination of the energy, position, and

direction of particles are imposed by fluctuations in the cascading process. In table 1.3

characteristic properties describing the average behaviour of electromagnetic and hadronic

showers are summarized. The very different nature of the two cascading processes is due

to the remarkably different dependence on the absorber material.

Quantity

Mean free path

Secondary particles

Shower maximum*)

Depth for =s 95%

longitud. containment*)

Radius for =2 95%

radial containment

Electromagnetic showers Hadronic showers

A = A/(NaVogadro

Xo =* 180A/Z2[g cm"2]

e+,e~,'7;below critical

energy c =* 550MeV/Z

ionization loss only.

a A1/4

Fast nucleons, pions;

medium-energy (~ lOOMeV)

p's and n's; low-energy

(— 10MeV)p,n,7; nuclearInelasticity K = 1 (all energy

given to particle production). fragments; inelasticity K ~ 0.5.

Average shower dimensions

*ma*(Xo) « lnE[GeV]/e[MeV] - a tmax[X] * O.MnE - 0.2

(a ss: 1 for electr.,2* 0.5 for i's)

-&0.06 [Xo] - *moi + 0.08Z + 9.6 L0.95[A] = tr

R~2pM* 14A/Z2[g cm"2]

I *' measured from face of calorimeter.

Table l.S. Average properties of electromagnetic and hadronic showers
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1.4.3 Electromagnetic Showers

For electrons and photons the shower develops predominantly through

bremsstrahlung and pair production. The scale for the longitudinal distribution is set by

the "radiation length" (xo) related to the mean free path length of an electron in a material

with a given (A,Z). Through the multiplication process, the largest number of secondary

particles is reached at a depth of tmas after which the number and energy of secondaries

decrease with a characteristic attenuation length Xatt which is determined by the mean

free path of photons with energy corresponding to minimum absorption in the material,

as shown in figure 1.8 .
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Figure 1.8. Longitudinal shower development of 6 GeV/e electrons; left

energy deposit; right - 90% containment.

Eventually, the particles reach a "critical" energy, c ~ 550MeV/Z, below which no
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further multiplication occurs. The depth of containment of the shower depends logarith-

mically on energy. The lateral distribution of the secondaries shows a marked dependence

on the depth along the shower axis ( figure 1.8 ). Close to the shower maximum, the

swarm of still rather energetic secondaries is quite collimated and contained in a cylinder

with radius Rmax — lXo- Deeper in the cascade, the distribution is dominated by multiple

scattering of low-energy electrons, which no longer radiate and which travel far from the

shower axis. For this part of the shower, the lateral distribution scales in units of the

"Moliere" radius

1.4.4 Hadronic Showers

For hadronic showers the description of strongly interacting particles is considerably

more complex: a wide spectrum of secondary particles is produced, and nuclear physics

effects associated with the excitation of the absorber nuclei are so large that they determine

the development of the shower. The average properties of the hadronic shower can be

parametrized as shown in table 1.4 , with the characteristic dimensions determined by

the nuclear absorption length A. Examples of longitudinal and transverse distributions are

given in figure 1.9.

Typical of hadronic interactions is the multiple particle production with limited trans-

verse momentum, < pt > ~ 0.35GeV/c, for which about half of the incident energy is con-

sumed (the inelasticity K ~ 0.5). The remainder of the energy is carried by fast forward-

going (leading) particles. The secondaries are mostly pions and nucleons, with a multiplic-

ity composition only weakly energy-dependent above the resonance region (E > 1 GeV).

Features specific to the propagation of hadronic showers constitute the principal limitations

to hadronic calorimeters:

1. A major component of the secondaries are 7r°'s, which will propagate electromag-

netically without any further nuclear interactions; the average fraction converted

into 7r°'s is fXo a 0.1lnE[GeV}. The fluctuations in ff° production from one cas-
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Figure 1.9. Longitudinal shower development induced by hadrons; left - en-

ergy deposit; right - transverse containment.

cade to the next are determined by the nature of the first inelastic interaction.

They are therefore large and approximately at the 50% level.

2. In the hadronic interactions of the cascade, a sizeable amount of the available

energy is converted into excitation or break-up of the nuclei, of which only a fraction

will eventually appear as detectable energy with conconutant large event-to-event

fluctuations.

Clearly processes 1. and 2. are strongly correlated, and together they represent the

intrinsic limit to the performance of hadronic calorimeters.



Reaction

product

Secondary

hadrons

Nuclear

excitation

Pion and

muon decay

Characteristic

time (sec)

~ 10-22

i t r 1 8 - icr13

10~8 - 10" 6

Characteristic

properties

Multiplicity

~ A°-llnE{GtV)

Emission of p's

and n's (~ lOOMeV);

"evaporation" of n's,

Vs(~ IQMeV)

Fractional "invisible"

energy- O.Q4/lnE[GeV]

Table 1.4- Characteristic stages of hadronic showers

Effects on

energy resolution

Fluctations in TT±

versus 7r°production

«- 15% of hadronic cascade energy

converted into nuclear binding

energy losses. Large fluctuations

and Vitstly different

detection efficiencies

Negligible contribution due

to small loss of /z's and f's.

1.4.5 Detector Design Requirements

In order for a calorimeter to perform well in a specific experiment, certain requirements

have to be satisfied:

* in large detector systems for colliding beam experiments, the calorimeter must be

tightly integrated with other types of detectors; it may have to function in the

presence of strong magnetic fields;

* special consideration must be given to the necessity to sustain high particle rates

and the use of the calorimeter information in fast trigger decisions;

* position measurement and particle identification requirements influence the nature

and complexity of the calorimeter structure.
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1.4.6 Energy Resolution

The ultimate limit for energy resolution of a homogeneously sensitive calorimeter

is determined by fluctuations intrinsic to the mechanism for the development of showers.

For electromagnetic showers, the limitation results from variations in the net track length

of charged particles in the cascade. For hadron showers, fluctuations in the fractional

energy loss accounted for by each of several interaction mechanisms set a much higher

limit. In both cases, however, the underlying phenomena are statistical processes, whose

effects grow in magnitude as s/E. Hence the limiting accuracy, expressed as a fraction of

the total energy, improves proportionally to E~*/2.

The most precise electromagnetic measurements are achieved with homogeneous

shower counters, in which the entire volume responds with a measurable signal to the

passage of charged particles. For hadron showers the inherent shower fluctuations are

the major determinant of the final performance. For this reason there is little practi-

cal motivation to employ homogeneous detectors for such measurements, and sampling

calorimetry is the approach commonly used.

With sampling calorimeters, the shower is developed mainly in an inert absorber ma-

terial interspersed w'th an active medium which samples the energy loss at fixed intervals

as the cascade develops through the depth of the calorimeter. The typical configuration is

a stack of many thick plates of a dense metallic absorber interleaved with layers of active

material. The sampled energy measures the ionization loss of shower particles entering

the active layers, representing a small but (on the average) fixed fraction of the total

cascade. Such constructions are less costly than homogeneous detectors. In addition, one

gains the flexibility to optimize the energy and position measurement capability for specific

applications, by decoupling the absorber and readout functions.

For electromagnetic showers in a well designed sampling calorimeter, the largest

contribution to the energy resolution is given by statistical fluctuations in the sampling

process, as determined by the energy loss of shower electrons in the sampling layers and,
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ultimately, by the number of photons or ionization events detected by the readout system.

In first order approximation, the sampling fluctuations are determined by the number

of sampled electrons, ne in the shower: a/E « 1/y/n^, ne = E/AE, where AE is the

energy loss of a single charged particle in one layer of the calorimeter. For a sampling

layer of thickness Ax, one has AE = (eAx/xo) and therefore a/E cz y/e. • t/E, where t

is the thickness of each sampling layer, in units of radiation lengths. This dependence on

the sampling interval and the energy is a well established characteristic of electromagnetic

shower measurements with sampling calorimeters.

The energy resolution for hadrons is not determined by sampling fluctuations. These

have been measured for hadronic showers to be roughly twice as large as those observed in

electromagnetic showers. The dominant contribution to the resolution width comes from

fluctuations in the naclear processes and the correlated loss in detectable energy due to

nuclear binding effects, and from the production of particles whose energy goes undetected

in the sampling medium. On the average, the ratio of detected signals for electrons/hadrons

is Se/h — 1.4 for an iron absorber. Unless event to event fluctuations in the electromagnetic

component of hadron cascades are somehow corrected for or compensated, the resolution

for hadrons is at least: c/E s [(O.S/y/E)2 + (0.09y/AEjE)2]1/2.

If the calorimeter is instrumented so that the signal from each sampling layer is sep-

arately recorded to provide detailed longitudinal shower information, then some compen-

sation for electromagnetic/hadronic fluctuations on a shower-by-shower basis is possible.

The resolution figures determined by intrinsic shower and sampling fluctuations will

not be realized if showers are not adequately contained within the calorimeter volume.

In any practical detector some average fraction / of the shower energy escapes through

the sides (lateral leakage) or back (longitudinal leakage) of the detector. The fraction

/ increases logarithmically with energy, and it is found that lateral containment is less

critical for the resolution than longitudinal containment.



1.4.7 Position Determination

The location (position and angle) of the shower can be accurately determined, if

the readout is segmented along one or more directions transverse to the shower axis, by

measuring the centroid of the deposited energy. This requires that the transverse cell

size be comparable to the lateral shower dimension. In sampling calorimeters, the most

straightforward approach is to subdivide the active layers into individually read out strips

or pads, with successive layers measuring the position along different coordinates.

For electromagnetic showers, the rms lateral dimension is of the order of a radiation

length (typically a few centimeters) and is slowly varying with energy. Spatial resolutions

of a few millimeters are achieved in sampling calorimeters by subdividing the readout of

active layers into 1-2 cm wide segments.

The transverse distribution of hadron showers is approximately one absorption length,

substantially broader than for electromagnetic showers, and fluctuations in the distribution

of deposited energy through the volume of the cascade are larger. For a calorimeter

segmentation s, a spatial resolution ox ta e^1-2'/*) is obtained. Position accuracies of

better than 1 cm can be achieved, but a few centimeters are more typical.

In most applications, it is important for the calorimeter to be able to measure simul-

taneously the position and energy of two or more particles. Several types of calorimetric

measurements are limited by the ability to resolve close pairs of showers. One example is

the signature of high energy 7r° particles. With well segmented calorimeters, the limit for

distinguishinf nearby showers is determined by the lateral size and shape of the cascade.

Electromagnetic showers can be distinguished down to separations of > lxo- For hadron

showers the minimum separation of resolved pairs is > 1A.

1.4.8 Particle Identification with Calorimeters

Electron identification is usually based on a coarse measure of the longitudinal shower
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profile. The dominant background comes from charged IT'S producing a leading n° system

through charge exchange in the calorimeter. The effect of this hadronic background is

minimized by building detectors from absorbers with a large ratio of X/xo ~ Z2/A3/4.

Lead is therefore a popular choice for the electromagnetic part of calorimeters.

In a similar way, photons, which are either produced directly or from meson decay,

are identified. A transverse granularity in 2xo allows discrimination between one and two

photons if they are separated by more than one radiation length.

Muon identification with calorimeters is an important technique for the detection

of heavy particle decays (charm, W, etc.). In calorimeters with frequent longitudinal

subdivision, the multiple ionization measurement consistent with the passage of fast /z's

discriminates against pions, which penetrate with a decreasing probability.

1.4.9 Readout Techniques

Extensive development in calorimetric techniques has been concentrated on converting

the signature of the showers into measurable signal, which would be well matched to the

experimental requirements. One technique, of "photon collection", is used in homogeneous

detectors such as lead-glass. In sampling calorimeters "charge collection" technique, which

measures the ionization produced in the active absorber, is used. When gas is used as the

active sampling medium, internal amplification to various degrees is usually used. Propor-

tional chambers or tubes provide a signal proportional to the energy loss. At higher gas

gain, with devices operating in a controlled streamer mode, the measured signal is related

to the number of shower particles which traverse the active medium ("digital readout").

The principle advantage common to all these charge collection methods is seen in the

ease of segmentation of the readout and the capability to operate in magnetic fields. Gas

proportional devices offer a wide variety of relatively inexpensive construction methods,

while digital operation in the streamer mode, allows, on top of inexpensive construction,

for very simple and cheap signal-processing electronics. In the "limited streamer" mode, in
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which avalanches remain localized within a few tenths of a millimeter, one obtains linear

response over un extended energy range with resolutions down to ajE =s 17%/^/E for

electrons.

Spatial segmentation and localization can be easily implemented in a projective ge-

ometry using strips, or in a "tower" arrangement by measuring the signal charge induced

on a pattern of cathode pads. The tower arrangement is valuable for reducing ambiguities

and confusion in multiparticle events.
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Chapter 2

THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

§2.1 Petra

PETRA (Positron Electron Tandem Ring Anlage) is presently the world highest en-

ergy electron-positron collider. It is located within the area of the "Deutsches Elektronen-

Synchrotron" (DESY) high-energy laboratory in Hamburg, W. Germany. The construc-

tion of the 2.3 km circumference ring was completed in the summer of 1978 and the first

electron-positron collisions were achieved in September 1978. In figure 2.1 the layout of

PETRA and the other accelerators at the DESY complex are shown.

Exp.JADE Exp.CELLO
PLUTD

Halle 0

.HalleSW Halle SO
Exp.MARKJ ^ C HF-HallenS Exp.TASSO

Figure 2.1. The layout of PETRA and the other DESY machines
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The electron and positron beams circulate inside a vacuum pipe which is maintained

at a pressure of 5 x 10~9 Torr. Low pressure is essential as interactions between beam

particles and gas molecules inside the vacuum pipe produce background in the interaction

region and limit the lifetime of the beam. The beams are kept in a circular path by means

of dipole magnets. The energy spread of the beams is kept under control by the use of

quadrupole and sextupole magnets.

Electrons and positrons are obtained from two linear accelerators (LINAC I and II).

50 MeV electrons from LINAC I are accelerated to 7 GeV at the DESY synchrotron and

then injected into PETRA. In LINAC II positrons, produced in electromagnetic showers

due to a low energy electron beam hitting a lead converter, are accelerated to 400 MeV.

These positrons are then accumulated in PIA (Positron Intensity Accumulator). When

a high enough positron intensity is reached, they are accelerated to 7 GeV at the DESY

synchrotron and then injected into PETRA. Once the beams of positrons and electrons

have been accumulated in PETRA they are accelerated up to the desired energy.

PETRA is operated in a bunched mode, with two bunches of approximately 10 u

electrons each with dimension of (tTx,ayy<Tz) = 0.1 x 0.01 x 1.0 cm3, where ax,ay, are the

beam r.m.s. sizes in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction, az is the beam r.m.s.

size along the beam direction. The electron bunches circulate in opposite direction to two

bunches of positrons of the same density and dimensions. Electron-positron interactions

occur at four places around the ring. The four experimental halls are situated in short

straight sections of the ring: CELLO and PLUTO in hall NE, JADE in hall NW, MARK

J in hall SW and TASSO in hall SE.

Electrons which are constrained to move in a circular path lose energy by radiating

synchrotron radiation at the rate of ^ - keV per revolution, where E is the beam energy

in GeV and p is the bending radius in meters. This radiation loss must be compensated by

acceleration in the radio-frequency cavities, which are housed in the four straight sections.
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2.1.1 Luminosity

The event rate is monitored by measuring the luminosity. The luminosity L is related

to the event rate and the cross-section for a particular reaction by:

The luminosity can be expressed as:

L=n±n-fnB

where n+ is the number of positrons per bunch, n_ is the number of electrons per bunch,

/ is the frequency of rotation and nc is the number of bunches per beam.

Because It is hard to measure the beam parameters with sufficient accuracy, the lu-

minosity of electron-positron colliders is in practice determined by measuring a reaction

with a known cross-section. The reaction usually used is e+e~ —* e+e~ (Bhabha scat-

tering) at small angles. This reaction can be calculated within the framework of QED

with great precision, it has a high cross-section at small scattering angles (thus giving a

luminosity measurement with a small statistical error) and it has been accurately tested

experimentally.

During 1979 and 1980 an integrated luminosity of « 100 nb~l per day has been

accumulated (1 nb~x = 1033cm"2) and a peak luminosity of « 5 x 1030cm~2sec~l was

achieved. In the classic configuration for solenoid detectors, it was considered essential

to have compensating magnets to prevent a defocusing effect due to the solenoidal fields.

The presence of the compensating magnets was the main obstacle to an increase in the

luminosity by reducing the space between the final focusing elements. A detailed study

of accelerator structure showed that the various solenoidal detectors can compensate each

other 6 4 . In this way all compensating magnets could be removed and new quadrupole

magnets ("mini-beta") installed in all four intersecting regions. In 1981 the mini-beta

system was installed at PETRA, increasing the luminosity by a factor of 2.5 to 3. This
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change, combined with a better understanding of the machine, lead to a peak luminosity

of « 2 x 1031cm~2sec~1 and an average integrated luminosity of 400 — 500 rib'1 per day.

2.1.2 Machine Induced Background

When charged particles are accelerated by the magnetic field, Synchrotron radiation

is produced. The beam particles radiate a large flux of low energy photons as they pass

through the final bending magnets and the strong focusing quadrupole magnets on each

side of the interaction region. These photons interact by Compton scattering and photo-

electric effect, producing electrons which cause random hits in the detector.

The interaction of beam particles with the gas molecules that remain in the vacuum

pipe is called beam-gas scattering. The rate of beam-gas scattering depends on the number

of beam particles and on the gas pressure. Events caused by beam-gas scattering are

characterized by having a small visible energy, a low multiplicity, tracks in one hemisphere

(with respect to the beam axis) and an interaction vertex anywhere along the beem axis.

One can estimate beam-gas scattering background by observing the number of events

produced far away from the interaction region, and extrapolating to the interaction region

assuming a flat background. In the TASSO detector these events contribute < 0.1 Hz to

the trigger rate.

When a beam particle emits a bremsstrahlung photon it loses energy and enters an

unstable orbit. It will eventually hit the wall of the vacuum pipe producing a shower of

particles, called a "beam-pipe interaction" event. The beam-pipe interaction events are

characterized by having most of the particles produced in one hemisphere, and having their

vertex off the beam axis and at large distances from the interaction point. In the TASSO

detector these events constitute the largest source of background, and contribute to more

than 1. Hz of the trigger rate.
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*§2.2 TASSO

Figure 2.2 , figure 2.3 and figure 2.4 show the three different views of the TASSO

detector 6S which was moved into the PETRA beam in October 1978.

Fonxnl Detector,

Fvwvd OHKlar

Figure 2.2. The TASSO detector - Top view

TASSO was designed as a general purpose detector with particular emphasis on

charged particle identification. The detector is comprised of three main parts: a) the

central detector and the barrel components, b) the hadron arms and c) the forward re-

gions.

The central detector consists of a four layer Cylindrical Proportional Chamber (CPC),

a fifteen layer cylindrical Drift Chamber (DC), and a layer of scintillators for time of flight

measurements (ITOF). All are enclosed in a solenoidal magnet with a magnetic field of

0.5 Tesla, enabling the measurements of charged particle momenta. Lead-liquid Argon

Barrel Calorimeters (LABC) provide information about the energy of electrons, and detect

photons in the upper and lower parts of the detector.
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Figure 2.S. The TASSO detector - Side view
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Figure 5.^. The TASSO detector - Front view
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A main feature of the TASSO detector is its two-arm spectrometer, which leads to the

name TASSO (Two Arm Spectrometer SOlenoid) and is clearly seen in the top and front

views of the detector. The two arms cover a solid angle of 20% of 47r, and each of them

consists of a plane drift chamber, three types of fierenkov counters with aerogel, Freon 114

and CO2 respectively, time-of-flight counters (HTOF), lead-scintillator shower counters

(HASH), and an iron wall to filter muons followed by proportional tube muon chambers.

The hadron arms provide full particle identification within the PETRA kinematic range.

The forward regions are composed of two identical modules on either side of the

interaction point, consisting of Lead-liquid Argon Endcap Calorimeters (LAEC) covering

angles from 80 to 300 mrad around the beam axis. These calorimeters are complemented

by lead glass shower counters covering angles from 25 to 60 mrad which are also used for

luminosity measurements.

At the end of 1982 major changes were made in TASSO. The old beam-pipe was

replaced by a new thin berilium pipe and in the space left between the beam pipe and

the CPC a high resolution drift chamber called the VerteX Detector (VXD) was installed.

The present analyses does not include data taken after these changes.

2.2.1 Central Tracking Detector

Until the end of 1982, the beam-pipe at the interaction region was made of a 4 mm

thick 13 cm radius, cylindrical aluminum pipe. On either side of the interaction region the

beam pipe expanded into large cones, minimizing the amount of material a particle crosses

before reaching the forward detector. At the end of 1982, the beam pipe was replaced by

a beryllium pipe of 0.5% r.l. (radiation lengths) and an outer radius of 6.5 cm only.

The CPC66 is a low mass cylindrical multiwire proportional chamber which provides

trigger information and is also used in offline track reconstruction. It comprises 4 concentric

cylindrical layers, which are made of 480 anode wires and 2 cathode surfaces each. The

cathodes are made of 120 helical strips with a rake angle of 35.5°, the inner and outer
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layers having opposite rotation. The chamber has an active length of 140 cm., an internal

radius of 18 cm., and an external radius of 29 cm. The 4 proportional counter gaps are

1.6 cm. wide and are separated by low-mass structural styrofoam cylinders. The chamber

is filled with a "magic" gas mixture (« 75 % Argon, w 25 % isobutane and 0.11-0.23 %

Freon)

The anode wires give position information in the plane perpendicular to the beam

direction (the r-<f> plane), while the cathode strips give position information in the direction

parallel to the beam (the z-direction). The anode wire position resolution is « 700/im

while that in the z-direction is « 2mm. The efficiency of the anodes is « 96 % per layer

and that of the cathodes is «85 % per layer.

The DC6 7 comprises 15 concentric cylindrical layers of drift cells at radii between 36.7

and 122.2 cm. It has a length of 323 cm. and covers 2n in azimuth. Each drift cell has 6

potential wires (made of 120 \im molybdenum) separated by a radial distance of 6 mm.,

and a sense wire (made of 30 \tm tungsten) at a distance of 16 mm. from the potential

wires. Each plane is 61 mm away from the next. The wires of nine planes are parallel to

the beam axis. The other six are slightly rotated at an angle between —4.51° and +4.51°

(the a-wires), so that the z-position of a track can also be measured. The chamber has a

total of 2340 drift cells.

Until May 1980, the chamber was filled with a mixture of 75% Argon, 25% Methane,

and afterwards with 50% Argon and 50% Ethane. This new mixture reduced the current

drawn by the chamber and has a more linear space-drift time relation. This leads to an

improved position resolution particularly at the edge of the drift cell. The overall average

momentum resolution of the drift chamber is given by:

(2-3)

where p is the track momentum and is given in GeV/c.

The efficiency per layer of the drift chamber is « 92% and the average resolution over

the whole drift cell is « 180/zm.
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The ITOF68 surrounds the drift chamber at a radius of 132.2 cm and comprises 48

identical scintillators each measuring 390 X 17.4 x 2 em3 which cover a total solid angle of

0.82 of 47r. They are used in the trigger, for particle identification (TT/K separation up to

momenta of «1.0 GeV and P/TT,K separation up to momenta of «1.4 GeV), for monitoring

the machine noise rate and for rejecting cosmic ray events. Each counter is viewed at both,

ends by photomultipliers, and each of their outputs is split into a discriminator and an

ADC (Analog to Digital Converter). The discriminator provides the stop pulse for the

TDC (Time to Digital Converter), (the start pulse was provided by the beam pick-up)

and an AND of the discriminators at both ends provides the mean timer latch used in the

trigger. The ADC output measures the collected charge and is used in offline corrections

of the timing measurements.

From June 1981 onward, each counter was equipped with a two level discriminator

which gives two timing measurements at each end, leading to an improved resolution and

efficiency. The resolution of the ITOF ranges from 265 psec at the end to 445 psec at the

center of the counter.

The CPC, DC and ITOF are enclosed within a 4.4 m. long solenoidal magnet. Its

4 windings of aluminum layers are approximately 1.1 r.l. thick. The warm coil produces

a maximum field of 0.5 Tesla along the positron beam direction. The coil has an inner

radius of 135 cm. The magnetic field deflects charged particles as they pass through the

tracking chambers allowing a measurement of their momentum component perpendicular

to the beam direction.

The magnet flux return yoke consists of 60 cm. thick laminated iron plates at each

end of the coil and 80 cm. thick iron bars at the top and bottom. It is open at both

sides. Retractable plugs cut into the endplates allowing access to components within the

solenoid.
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2.2.2 The Lead Liquid Argon Barrel Calorimeter (LABC)

The eight LABC modules 69are located above and below the TASSO magnet coil.

The upper four started operation in 1980, and the lower four in 1981 (prior to the LABC

installation lead scintillator shower counters were used). The upper four modules cover the

region 42" < 0 < 138" and 32° < ^ < 148", and the lower four modules cover the region

42° < 0 < 138° and 212° < <f> < 328°. The LABC have an active surface area covering

40% of the solid angle, which is reduced to 35% when particles that lie within 5 cm of the

edge of the active area are not accepted. For the analyses considered here, this "fiducial"

cut was demanded.

The basic building materials of the calorimeters are lead plates of 2 mm (0.36 r.l.)

thickness, and liquid argon gaps of 5 mm (0.03 r.l.) thickness. Each module is divided in

depth into front towers (ss 7 x 7cm2 and a total of 6.1 r.l.) and back towers (« 14 x 14cm2

and a total of 7.6 r.l.). Each back tower covers 4 front towers and the system is built such

that all towers point to the interaction region. Each module has 12 rows of 54 front towers

and 6 rows of 26 back towers. The module is illustrated in figure 2.5.

BACK TOWERS
FRONT TOWERS
,dE/dx.z.«

Figure 2.5. The TASSO Lead-liquid Argon Barrel Calorimeter Stack.



A particle produced at the interaction region travels 1.78 meters passing through the

beam pipe, CPC, DC, magnet coil, walls of the LABC before arriving at the first active

layer of the LABC. This is equivalent to a total of 1.7 r.l..

I The total deposited charge in the liquid argon gaps is proportional to the energy of

the incoming particle. In order to measure the ionization loss of the incoming tracks for

particle identification purposes, there are two liquid argon chambers (1 cm argon) with

no lead in between placed directly behind the entrance window (dE/dx chambers). The

position resolution is obtained by means of copper strips in both the <j> and z directions

which have a width of 2.3 cm. There are three sets of <f> and z strips. With the help of the

strips the angular resolution for electrons is A<£ « A0 « Zmrad.

The modules are calibrated with both Bhabha scattering events and cosmic ray muons.

The measured energies in both cases is very different. (~ the beam energy and ~ 200 MeV

respectively), enabling one to check the linearity of response of the counters over a very

) large range. When analyzing the data, corrections are made for energy loss in the material

in front of the LABC and for leakage out of the back. The energy loss was measured in a

test beam and also computed using the EGS 70 Monte-Carlo program.

After all corrections the energy resolution of the counters is parametrized as:

cE/E = 0.136/V3? + 0.03, E > 1. GeV for electrons, (2.4)

crE/E = 0.1Z/VE ,E < .400 GeV for photons, (2.5)

where E is the initial energy of the electron or photon in GeV.
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2.2.3 The Hadron Arms Shower Counters (HASH)

The shower counters in the TASSO hadron arms 71 are situated at a distance of 5 7

meters from the interaction point. Although the solid angle acceptance is less than 20% of

4TT, the total surface area to be covered is - 90m2, requiring the counters to be reasonably

inexpensive and simple to construct. A shower counter of the chosen design is shown in

figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. A TASSO Hadron Arm Shower Counter.

A bar of wavelength shifter made of plexiglass doped with BBQ is situated between two

stacks containing alternating layers of plastic scintillator and lead. An electron or photon

entering a counter undergoes multiple bremsstrahlung and pair conversion leading to the

production of an electromagnetic shower. The shower deposits energy mainly by causing

ionizations in the lead and in the scintillator. The recombination of ionized molecules of

scintillator with electrons leads to the production of scintillation light; the total amount of

light produced is proportional to the energy deposited by the shower in the counter stack.



The scintillation light is collected by the wavelength shifter and fed via a perspex light guide

to a photomultiplier. The photomultipliers are read out by a LeCroy ADC. For calibration

and testing purposes each counter is illuminated by light from Xenon flash lamps, by means

of an optical fiber attached to the wavelength shifter bar. The intercalibration of the two

arms and the absolute calibration is performed by a subsequent offline study of Bhabha

scattering events.

Each stack measures 48 X 68cm2 and contains nine layers of 1 cm thick plastic scin-

tillator and eight layers of 0.5 cm thick lead. In front of the counters is 1.4 r.l. of material

(mainly the magnet coil), thus giving a total thickness of 8.5 r.l.. A complete counter

measures 100 x 71cm2, giving a r.m.s. angular resolution of 2.9 x 2.0 degrees.
»

The energy deposited by minimum ionizing tracks peaks at « 195 MtV with a Full

Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of « 90 MeV. The energy resolution for electrons and

photons with initial energy E is given by: CE/E = 0.20/v^E for electrons and OE/E =

* 0.24/y/E for photons, for E < 2 GeV. When E > 2 GeV the resolution becomes almost

energy independent: CE/E = 0.15 for electrons and OE/E = 0.17 for photons. This is

because the fluctuations in the amount of leakage of the shower out of the back of the

I counter are large, as the counters have a small number of radiation lengths of material.

As the LABC had not been completed when PETRA started operation, it was decided

to install temporarily some of the lead-scintillator shower counters in their place: above

and below the magnet during 1979; below the magnet during 1980. Installed in their final

position from 1981, the counters cover the angular range 53° < 0 < 127° and —26° < <f> <

26" for the east arm, 154° < <f> < 206° for the west arm, thus giving a total acceptance of

18% of 4TT.

During September 1982 to May 1984 the author was in charge of maintaining the

HASH and performing their online calibrations.
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2.2.4 The Lead Liquid Argon Endcap Calorimeter (LAEC)

The two LAEC modules 72 are located east and west of the interaction region inside

the TASSO magnetic field. Operation of the LAEC started in 1980. The east module

covers the region 12" < 0 < 30° and 0° < <f> < 360°, and the west module covers the region

150° < 9 < 168° and 0° < <f> < 360". The LAEC have an active surface area covering 19%

of the solid angle.

A particle produced at the interaction region transverses a total of 1.15 r.l. in front

of the active detector. The basic building materials of the calorimeters are lead plates of 2

mm (0.36 r.l.) thickness, and liquid argon gaps of 3 mm (0.02 r.l.) thickness. Each module

is divided in depth into small (front) towers (area of « 0.7 msr each) and big (back) towers

(area of « 2.7 msr each). Each module has 840 small towers and 216 big towers. The

LAEC stack is similar to the LABC stack. The front view of a module is shown in figure

2.7. Small towers, as seen from the interaction point are shown. The transverse spread of

typical photon showers is shown by the superimposed scatter plot of the energy deposit in

liquid argon by five Monte-Carlo generated photons.

The principle of operation is identical to the LABC. The angle measurement is im-

proved by means of copper strips in both the 12 and <f> directions. There are two sets of

R and <f> strips. With the help of the strips the R.M.S. angular resolution for electrons is

ae « 2 mrad, and o$ « 6.5 mrad.

Each tower is calibrated individually with Bhabha scattering events.

The energy resolution of the counters is found to be cE/E = 0.06 jy/E for 17 GeV

electrons and parametrized as:

oE/E = 0 . 10 /N/E + 0.03, E>1. GeV for electrons, (2.6)

aE/E = 0.12/VE ,E < 1.0 GeV, for photons, (2.7)

where E is the initial energy of the electron or photon in GeV. This energy resolution is

better than the LABC due to the fact that there is less material in front of the Endcap
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Figure 2.7. LAEC (Small towers) - front view from the interaction point.

calorimeter than there is in front of the Barrel calorimeter.

2.2.5 The Trigger

Beam crossing take place in PETRA every 3.8/x sec. It is impossible to read out

the experiment in such a short time. Furthermore, interactions of interest occur less

frequently. It was therefore necessary to recognize when an interesting event had occurred

and then "trigger" the experiment to be read out. The TASSO experiment was designed

to investigate a wide range of final states and this necessitates having a number of different

triggers which are OR'd together. Most of these relied on the fast reconstruction of charged

particle tracks in the central detector, which was achieved by means of dedicated hardware

processors. The trigger word, comprising 16 bits (the least significant bit was trigger l),

is written out with the event. The triggers used by TASSO in 1981 and 1982 are:

Bit 1 - LABC + 0 track; Bit 2 - LABC + 1 track; Bit 3 - LAEC + 0 track;
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Bit 4 - LAEC + 1 track; Bit 5 - CPC cathode; Bit 6 - Luminosity;

Bit 7 - Cosmic; Bit 8 - HASH + 0 track; Bit 9 - DC Prepro Topology;

Bit 10 - MONICA; Bit 11 - DC Prepro Majority; Bit 12 - Free;

Bit 13 - HASH + 2 tracks;Bit 14 - HASH + 1 tracks;Bit 15 - Single Tag;

Bit 16 - Tests

The beam is detected by a capacitive probe73 at z = -710 cm. which senses the arrival

of the positron bunch (the beam pick-up signal). This produces a pulse which is used to

strobe the experiment and which occurs every 3.84fisec.

The Central Proportional Chamber Processor (CPCP)74 looks for coincidences of hits

in the pairs of cathode planes: 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and 4 and 1. Hits are defined to

be in coincidence if the wire number of the hit in one plane is sufficiently close to the wire

number of the hit in the other plane of the pair. The allowed difference in wire number

can be varied and thus correspond to a variable cut on the transverse momentum with

respect to the beam axis (pt) of acceptable tracks (assuming the tracks to originate from

the interaction point). For most of the data this minimum pt was set at 220 MeV/c. Any 3

or 4 fold coincidence is considered a track. The CPC is divided into 48 nominal sectors to

provide the "48-bits"; a 48-bit being set if one or more tracks is found in the corresponding

azimuthal sector.

Triggering two photon events is a difficult task due to beam-gas interactions in the

collision area. Because of the large cross-section for photo production such interactions

contribute a severe background for some exclusive channels, and are also responsible for

trigger rates which can lead to intolerable dead times. Since beam-gas events have topolo-

gies similar to those of 77 events, a reduction of the dead time implies a loss of two photon

events. In the DC prepro, the rate of false track triggers is reduced by demanding a hit in

those inner time of flight (ITOF) counters to which the tracks point.

The drift chamber processor (DC prepro) uses hit information from six of the nine DC
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1 layers, the CPC 48-bits and the 48 ITOF mean timers to find tracks in the (r - <£) plane.

Arcs of circles of varying radii (corresponding to tracks of varying p t , passing through

the beam axis), define 15 curvature masks. A track segment is accepted if a CPC 48-bit

^ is associated with hits in at least five of the six drift chamber layers matching one of the

curvature masks. The DC prepro multiplicity is given by the number of ITOF mean timers

set with consistent track segments. The DC prepro has a track finding efficiency which is

dependent on the track's transverse momentum, pt, with a constant efficiency of « 97 %

above pt » 500 MeV/c.

The three important triggers of interest here are: The Multiplicity Trigger which

requires at least four DC prepro tracks with p% > 220 MeV/c for most of the data. This

* trigger is used mainly to detect one photon annihilation events; The Topology Trigger

which requires at least two DC prepro tracks colinear in the (r — <j>) plane to within 27°.

This trigger is used to detect low multiplicity 1-y events and two photon events; The C P C

I Cathode Trigger which requires at least two DC prepro tracks and uses information on

the 2 coordinate of the event vertex from the CPC cathodes to reject events not originating

from the nominal interaction point (z = 0). This trigger enables the trigger efficiency for

low multiplicity events from two photon interactions to be greatly increased.

2.2.6 Data Acquisition

The data taking and on-line monitoring of the experiment was performed with a Norsk

Data NORD 10/s computer75. Upon receiving a valid trigger, data from the experiment's

components was read in via a CAMAC system to the online computer. In the online

computer the data was reformatted76 and outputed to a local disc buffer (168/E or 370/E).

From there the data was copied via a link to a disc on the main DESY IBM computer.

When the disc is 75% full its contents are copied to a 6250 BPI tape (called dumptape).

During data taking, the experiment is monitored in several ways:

1. Events can be displayed on a television monitor;



2. There are several programs which check the data taken by a particular component

and send a message to the shift crew if a fault is discovered;

3. 10% of all the events recorded are processed by a histogramming program, produc-

ing for each component hit distributions, ADC and TDC distributions, etc. These

histograms can be inspected on television monitors by the shift crew;

4. If a fault develops in any gas or voltage supply an audible alarm is given and data

taking is interrupted untill the problem is cured.

Data taking is divided into "runs", generally corresponding to one PETRA filling

lasting 2-4 hours. At the beginning and end of each run, various calibration and checking

tasks are performed. The results of these calibration runs are stored in a "run library"

(RUNLD3) on a special disc. At the end of the run, a summary is produced containing

information on trigger rates and selection of the more important histograms, thus providing

a record of the run.

2.2.7 Event Reconstruction and Selection

The full reconstruction of events, including the finding of tracks in the central detec-

tor and the calibration and analyses of the data from other components of TASSO, uses

a considerable amount of computer time. Most of the events on a dumptape are back-

ground (either from cosmic rays, beam-gas interactions or beam-pipe interactions) and are

normally of no interest. The full reconstruction of all the events would have been very

wasteful. Therefore, a preliminary selection of events is needed. In order to select good

events, charged tracks must first be reconstructed, and the raw data from each component

must be converted into an easily usable form.

Two algorithms are used for finding charged tracks: FOREST, which is a relatively

fast program and is run on all events, and MILL, which is a much slower but provides a

higher track finding efficiency. The MILL program is run on events selected on the basis
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of the FOREST track information. The information from the LABC and HASH about

showering particles is processed via the LARGON, SHOWER, and LEREC algorithms.

These algorithms are described below briefly.

Since the track information from FOREST is used only for an event pre-selection and

not for the final analyses, speed and reasonable efficiency were stressed more than high

precision. The program is based on a tree algorithm77 and uses only the drift chamber

information, assuming a linear space-drift time relationship across the drift cell. Tracks

are first reconstructed in the (r — <f>) projection by performing a circle fit to points selected

by the algorithm as belonging to the track. If more than one track is found, reconstruction

of the tracks in the z-direction (by the ZREC program) is tried. On the average, FOREST

uses O.lsee of IBM 370/168 cpu time per event. Starting from 1981, the 168E emulator

has been used for foresting all events in the (r — <f>) plane. ZREC was still run on the

main IBM computer. For each reconstructed track a "CDTR" (Central Detector TRack)

output bank has been filled with all the relevant track parameters.

MILL uses the output of tracks from FOREST as a first iteration in its track finding.

However, it applies non-linear corrections (which were determined from cosmic ray events)

to the space-drift time relationship and a correction for the entrance angle of the track into

the drift cell. It also includes the CPC anode hits in the track finding. A road algorithm

is used to find tracks in the (r — <j>) plane and then in the z-direction. The road algorithm

is more efficient than the tree algorithm. However, reconstruction of an event with only

two tracks uses « 2-4sec of IBM 370/168 cpu time.

The program LARGON 78 interperts the raw information from the LABC, converts

the ADC readings to deposited energy, performs calibrations and clustering and outputs

the data in an easily usable form. All the charged tracks found in the central detector

are projected into the LABC and their position and direction at the point of incidence is

deternuined. Hot towers and strips are removed. The ADC levels are converted to energies

and calibration corrections are applied.
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Many of the original particles interact in the material in front of the LABC or in

the LABC itself and deposit energy in more than one strip and tower. Hence in order to

reconstruct the correct energy deposited by a particle it is necessary to add the energy in

these towers back together to form a cluster. The following algorithm is used by LARGON

for this: clustering is performed in the front towers. The algorithm assigns all neighbouring

towers to the same cluster. A cluster is split if it can be decomposed into two clusters,

which are only joined at one corner, where each contains more than one tower. The

associated back towers are added to the clusters. The strips belonging to the clusters are

used to calculate the center of the cluster. No attempt is made to reconstruct clusters that

lie in two different modules as one shower because of the gaps between modules (> 4cm).

A search is then made to find clusters which can be associated with charged tracks. A

cluster is defined to be charged if the projected bit of a charged track is within one small

tower (i.e. 7 cm) of the edge of the cluster.

Corrections are made in each cluster for energy loss in the coil and out of the back

of the counter. A different correction is applied if the cluster is assumed to be due to

an electron, photon or minimum ionizing particle. For photons, a different correction is

applied if the photon has converted in the coil or not. This is recognized using the dE/dx

chambers and strips.

SHOWER 7B performs the same job for the hadron arm shower counters as LARGON

does for the LABC. Charged particles are projected onto the counters, and calibrations and

clustering are performed. Owing to the much larger granularity of the HASH, a different

clustering algorithm from that in LARGON is used.

The clustering algorithm considers the counters in ascending order of energy. As each

counter is examined, the four common edge counters surrounding it are searched to see if

they contain energy. If so, the examined counter is zeroed, as its energy is divided among

the adjacent counters in the ratio of the energies they already contained. If not, then the

counter is considered as a separate cluster. The direction of an energy vector for each
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counter is given by the vector from the interaction point to the center of the counter face.

A cluster is said to be charged if a charged track is projected to hit the HASH within 10°

of the direction of the cluster.

* The LEREG algorithm converts the LAEC hardware information into software banks

containing addresses and pulse heights of each cell above threshold. Channels which are

found to be "hot" or "dead" are removed from the clustering procedure. The cluster search

. starts from a local energy maximum in small towers (beginning with the highest one). All

the energy in adjacent small towers is added as long as their energy is decreasing. Increasing

energy leads to a new cluster. If a tower is shared between two clusters, its energy is added

to the one with the highest energy. The corresponding big towers are added to the cluster.

If a big tower lies behind small towers belonging to two different clusters, its energy is

added to the small tower with the highest energy. The azimuthal and radial position is

calculated from small towers, R and <f> strips.

2.2.8 Data Reduction

The full reconstruction of events, including the finding of tracks in the central detec-

tor and analyses of the data from the other components of TASSO requires considerable

amount of computer time. The data reduction is done in several stages to separate dif-

ferent types of events and also to save computer time. The reduction chain is outlined in

figure 2.8 together with typical numbers of events.

PASS-1 is the initial stage of the data reduction chain. FOREST is run for all events

on the dumptape. No event selection is done, and all the events are written to a PASS-1

tape.

PASS-2 is the first stage of data reduction. The following types of events are written

to a PASS-2 tape:

1. Event with > 2 tracks in the (r - </>) plane and at least one track reconstructed
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Figure 2.8. The TASSO event reconstruction and selection chain.

in 3 dimensions with | do |< 2.5 cm, where d0 is the distance of closest approach

to the beam axis, and | ZQ \< 15cm, where ZQ is the z coordinate at the point

of closest approach to the beam axis. This criteria selects hadronic events, two

photon scattering events, and QED events such as Bhabha scattering, muon pair

and tau pair events;

2. Events with two mean timer bits, which are opposite to within ± 3 counters.

Most of these events are cosmic rays, and to reduce the total number selected, the

number of "vertical" cosmics (<f> > 30° with respect to the horizontal) written out,

was scaled down to be the same as the number of "horizontal" cosmics [<f> < 30°);

3. Events with sufficient electromagnetic energy deposited in the various shower coun-
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ters (LABC, LAEC and HASH). This criteria selects Bhabha scattering events or

e+e~ —• 77 events without requiring track information.

2.2.9 Hadronic and Two Photon Final State Selection

The selection of hadronic final states proceeds in two stages called PASS-3 and PASS-

4. Events satisfying the selection criteria for PASS-3 are run through the MILL program

and written to a PASS-3 tape. The final hadronic sample is then selected from these events

and is written to a PASS-4 data set.

For the PASS-3 events the PASS-2 events are input and at least 3 tracks reconstructed

in the (r — <f>) plane with | do |< 2.5cm., at least 2 of these tracks reconstructed in 3

dimensions with | do |< 2.5 cm. and | ZQ |< 15 cm are required.

In addition, a special flag is set to indicate whether a specific track is good, badly

reconstructed, or background. Good tracks are defined as tracks which have: 3 dimensional

reconstruction, x2 < 10 per d.o.f. for the (R - <j>) fit, x2 < 20 per d.o.f. for the 3

dimensional fit, | <f0 |< 5.0 cm., pt > 0.1 GeV/c, | cos0 |< 0.87 and | ZQ- < ZQ >\<

20.0 cm.. < ZQ > is the average value of zQ for those tracks satisfying the previous tests.

> These cuts remove spurious tracks, very low momentum tracks and tracks which did not

cross the sixth layer of the drift chamber.

Two prong events are selected to study 77 —> 2 charged tracks, Bhabha scattering

I and muon pairs. The PASS-2 tapes are used as input and events with two and four tracks

reconstructed in (r — <f>), with do < 2.5 cm, and at least one track reconstructed in three

dimensions with |2o| < 15 cm are selected. If there are more than two tracks, than all

the tracks have to He within two cones of half opening angle of 5". This cut is to select

genuine 2-prong events containing electrons which had showered in the material of the

inner detector. At least two tracks must have pt > 0.1 GeV/c. ITOF information is

required for the highest momentum tracks in both cones, and the difference in their time

• of flights is required to be less than 5 nsec. This cut removes cosmic ray events. These
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events are reconstructed using the MILL program and then written to a 2-prong tape. For

the *n analyses described in this thesis, these tapes were used.

The final hadron files (PASS-4) are selected to separate one photon induced hadronic

final state from the remaining background by applying tighter selection criteria. Using

only the "good" tracks, the following selection criteria are applied to the whole event:

1. > 4 tracks if W < 13 GeV or > 5 tracks if W > 13 GeV, where W is the cm.

energy;

2. The event is divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the

sphericity axis. If W < 16 GeV and there are three tracks in one hemisphere

and one in the other, or W > 16 GeV, and there are three tracks in each hemi-

sphere, the mass of the three prong system must be above the r mass, i.e. 1.78

GeV;

3. < «o > < 6 cm where < ZQ > is the average value of z0 for all the good tracks;

4. If W < 16 GeV, the total charge of the tracks must be less than four, and there

must be at least one track in each hemisphere as defined by the (r — <f>) plane;

5. S» | Pi |> 0.265W where p,- is the momentum of each track and the sum is over all

the good tracks.

The PASS-4 events are the ones used to study If annihilation events, in particular

the study of R and the search for the top quark are performed using this data sample.

The frequency of the basic rf accelerating system at PETRA is 500 MHz, leading

to operation with a beam energy of ~ 17 GeV. In the beginning of 1984, additional rf

transmitters, accelerating cavities and a 1 GHz rf system brought PETRA to the highest

beam energy available in e+e~ colliding machines - 23.4 GeV. During September 1983

to April 1984, Prof. A. Shapira and the author were in charge of the data reduction in

TASSO. At this time, a scan in energy was performed. The ratio R was measured at the

highest energy, and a search for the top quark was performed. The results up to beam



energy of 22.6 GeV were reported in a paper 80. During this time a modification to the

above mentioned reduction chain was performed. The MILL program was moved from the

PASS-3 stage, and applied to events which were found to satisfy selection criteria of PASS-

3 and 2-prongs, already in the PASS-1 stage. This change speeded up the data reduction

chain, by having slightly longer jobs for PASS-1 but much shorter jobs for PASS-3.

2.2.10 Luminosity Determination

The luminosity is determined from the rate of Bhabha scattering events observed

in the forward and in the central detector. The luminosity is measured in each device
)

separately, and the results are later combined. Bhabha events are selected from the PASS-

2 data tapes by the set of two prong selection cuts. The statistical errors for long runs are

negligible.

The systematic uncertainty in the luminosity determined from the forward detector

comes from: uncertainties in the radiative corrections for higher order QED effects (« 2%),

uncertainties in the geometrical acceptance (« 0.7%), events caused by backscattering

in the material of the shower counter (« 2%), changes in the beam displacement («s

0.6%), and accidental coincidence caused by off momentum particles (ss 2.5%). The total

uncertainty in the forward detector luminosity varies between 4 to 7% for different .run

periods.

Bhabha scattering events in the central detector are selected from the two prong

datasets using TOF information and their topology. The remaining backgrounds from

muon pair and tau pair events are subtracted statistically. The principal sources of sys-

tematic errors are uncertainties in the efficiencies of the trigger, track reconstruction and

event selection, uncertainties in the Monte-Carlo simulation of the interactions of elec-

trons and positrons in the material in front of the drift chambers, and uncertainties in the

radiative corrections. The total uncertainty in the central detector luminosity is ~ 5%.

Assuming the two measurements and their systematic errors to be independent they
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are combined to give a luminosity determination with a systematic uncertainty estimated

to be 3.5 - 5.0%.
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Chapter S

THE 77 WIDTH OF THE rj' (958)

§3.1 Introduction.

The T)' (958) is a member of the 0~+ multiplet (shown in 1.7a.). Together with the

TT±(140), 7r°(135), »?(549) a.id if (494), they make up the pseudoscalar meson nonet. The

0~+ nonet has some interesting and to this day not understood features. For example, the

masses span nearly an order of magnitude. Two photon, experiments can be used to help

determine the singlet octet mixing angle. This mixing angle is a necessary input parameter

for mass splitting calculations.

Two photon interactions are characterized by having the sum (over all produced par-

ticles) of the transverse momenta (| 52pt| ) close to zero. This is due to the fact that the

77 system is boosted along the beam direction. In order to reduce the background, most

experiments measuring 77 interactions use this property, "cutting" on |]CPt|2 (typically

to be less than 0.01 [GeV/e)2) when analysing the final state. To measure resonances,

the equivalent mass of the produced particles, Wnn, is calculated and entered into E. jiass

plot. The appearance of "bumps" in the mass plot, at any C=+ meson resonance mass,

is evidence that the resonance was produced. The number of events contributing to the

bump is proportional to the production cross section, and thus to the 77 partial width

(via equation 1.13) .The background below this bump is usually parametrized by some

polynomial. A major contribution to the error in the measurement of the partial width

of the resonance conies from this background parametrization. To reduce the error, this

measurement utilised the following approach: instead of cutting on | $ 2 P * | 2 » the *;wo

dimensional distribution of W^ versus | £j»t|3 was analyzed. This was done both by re-
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stricting | $2 Pt|2 to low values and analyzing W^n, and by restricting W~,n to around the

resonance mass and analyzing the |$^pt|2 distribution.

The measurement of the radiative width of the TJ' has received considerable attention in

recent years. Theoretical models 81~83 predict this measurement to differentiate between

integrally and fractionally charged quarks, as described in Chapter 1. The r\' decayB

mainly into r/7T7r (65%) and into p°*i (30%). The detection of the r\%v decay channel was

impractical because the ir* are emitted with momenta below the TASSO charged trigger

acceptance. However, the detection of the 17' decay into the 7r+7r~7 final state (coining

from p°-y ) was possible with the TASSO detector.

The main difficulties in this measurement were understanding the detector response

to low energy photons, and estimating the background in the ir+n~i channel. Photons

with energy as low as 0.1 GeV were detected in the TASSO calorimeters. This low energy

value is very close to the threshold of the calorimeters. Furthermore, a distinction had

to be made between real photons and noise coming from the detector. The low energy

photons were detected independently in the three different electromagnetic calorimeters

of TASSO (LABC, HASH and LAEC). The three calorimeters differ in three ways: they

have different structures, they detect particles using two different mechanisms (ionization

losses in liquid argon and light collection in a scintillator), and have different amounts

of material in front of them. The calorimeters were planned mainly for higher energy

particles, therefore understanding and properly simulating their response to low energy

photons was a challenging task. The results from the three calorimeters can be compared,

and should give consistent values within the quoted errors. Since these devices are so

different from one another, essentially three independent measurements of 1^(17' ) were

performed. The systematic error of the measurement was thus reduced.
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§3.2 Data Selection.

The TASSO 2-prong tapes, 48 in number, and dating from 1979 to 1982 were the "raw

sample" used in this analysis f- These tapes contained 796,208 events.

3.2.1 Charged Tracks Selection.

Two "good" X charged tracks were demanded. The charged tracks could be assigned to

different particles, mainly electrons and pions. Attempting to identify the (low momenta)

charged particles would lead to ambiguities, thereby reducing the data sample. The two

charged tracks were therefore assumed to be pions. The electrons were removed from the

i data sample by kinematical cuts which will be described later. The tracks were required

to have a polar angle 6 with respect to the beam direction, with |cos#| < 0.82. The

two tracks were required to have a net charge of 0. Moreover, the tracks were required

to originate from the interaction region. This was done by restricting the distance from

the interaction point to less than 1 cm in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction

(|<fo| <1 cm) and less than 5 cm in the beam direction (|zo| <5 cm). The \do\ and \ZQ\

distributions are shown in figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Photon Selection.

Shower clusters were searched for in the three calorimeters. The clustering programs

are described in chapter 2. Low energy clusters have a sizable contribution from "fake"

clusters which are usually concentrated in certain towers or modules and certain run pe-

riods. A careful study of the cluster distribution as a function of tower, module and run

j From 1983 to 1985 PETRA was running at high beam energies (~ 22 GeV) giving a high
background rate which required removing the triggers used for *n detection from the
trigger logic.

X A good track is defined as a track pointing to the interaction point. In addition good
reconstruction quality is required as described in Chapter 2.
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Figure S.I. a.d0, b. zQ distributions for the charged tracks.

period was performed. Clusters originating from areas (in space and time) where a large

excess above the average number of clusters was observed, were removed from the analysis.

This is demonstrated in figure 3.2 a. and b., where the number of clusters detected in the

LABC is plotted as a function of <j> and cos 0, before and after the "cleaning" procedure

respectively. Distinctive "spikes" are seen before the cleaning procedure, while a smoother

distribution emerges afterwards.

Shower clusters were considered as photons whenever the measured energy was larger

than 0.1, 0.16 and 0.15 GeV in the LABC, HASH and LAEC respectively. These energies

were chosen such that the contribution from fake photons was minimized, while losing

a minimal amount of photons from q' events. The energy cuts were varied between the

threshold of the calorimeters (0.05, 0.11, and 0.15 GeV respectively) and 0.2 GeV. These

variations effected Tin{rf' ) by —2%, which was included as part of the systematic error

calculation.
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Figure S.2. Number of clusters in the LABC a. before cleaning; b. after cleaning.

Photons had to be isolated from charged tracks showering in the calorimeters. It was

therefore demanded that a photon cluster have no charged track pointing in its direction,

by imposing a minimal angle cut between a photon and the direction of any charged track.

This angle was 10°, 17° and 6° for the LABC, HASH and LAEC respectively.

Exactly one photon in any one of the electromagnetic calorimeters was demanded.

The integrated luminosity for the operation of each calorimeter was: 66 pb"1 for the

LABC, 76 pb"1 for the HASH and 71 pb~ l for the LAEC.

, 3.2.3 Cuts which Reduce Background.

In order to reject background from QED reactions of the type e+e~ ~* l+l~i [I = p,c)

and e+e~ —• e+e~l+l~[i), the following conditions were imposed.:

1 1. The total energy observed from charged particles should be less than 25% of the
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center of mass energy ( figure 1.3 ).

2. The two charged tracks should be acollinear in the plane perpendicular to the beam

direction by at least 10° ( figure 3.3).

40.fr 10*

3O.(MO»

20.0- 1O>

10.0-1Q>

Figure S.S. Angle between the charged tracks (in the plane perpendicular to

the beam).

3. The helicity angle {Bp
u) between the JT+ and the photon in the 7r+»r~ rest frame

should satisfy | cos 0^1 < 0.7 ( figure 3.4). Since the p° decay angular distribution

is proportional to sin2 6P
H, this requirement reduced the efficiency for rj' detection

by less than 12%. In contrast, the background from QED events in which a photon

was emitted close to the lepton direction was suppressed. This requirement was

not imposed for events where the photon was detected in the LAEC, since the

geometrical acceptance of the LAEC does not overlap with the charged particle

acceptance.
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Figure S.4. | cos0^|, for events where the photon is detected in the a. LABC,

6. HASH and c. LAEC respectively.

I §3.3 Results.

Having discarded most of the background from QED like events and from spurious

photons, the two charged tracks and one photon data sample was used to search for the

I decay,

TY -»»?'-» P°1 — *+ir~1. (3.1)

Since the measurement was performed in the three calorimeters independently, they will

) be presented separately.

3.3.1 Photons Detected in the LABC.

For events in which the photon was detected in the LABC, figure 3.5 shows the

correlation between the sum squared of the transverse momenta of the 7r+7r~if system

and its mass. A strong n' signal is seen for events having low | X^Ptl2 values. The signal

contains roughly 160 events.

Two projections of figure 3.5 are shown: For exclusive 77 reactions |$3p"t|2 should
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Figure S.5. M(n+n-*i ) vs. |£l>t|2 » photon detected in the LABC.

be small. Therefore, taking |£j>t|2 to be between 0 and 0.0049 (GeV/c)2, figure 3.6 a.

shows the M(7r+7T~7) distribution. A clear t\' signal is seen. In addition to the TJ' signal, an

enhancement is observed around 1.3 GeV, coming from an Ai contribution. The ^2(1320)

can contribute via

T7 ; ir° (3.2)

In this case one of the photons was not detected. The shaded area in figure 3.6 a.

corresponds to a p° interval of 0.60 <Mr+K~ < 0.85 GeV.

The T)' mass region is between 0.90 and 1.05 GeV. Therefore, taking M(7r+?r~ir ) to

be in this region, figure 3.6 b. shows the 122 ft I2 distribution. A clear enhancement at

low |22P*1 3 values is seen. The solid lines are the Monte-Carlo simulation results, to be

described later.



TASSO

0.5

a.

GeV (GeV/c) 2

S.6. a. Mfo+ir't ) , the p° region is shaded; b. \*£,Pt\2 • Photons

detected in the LABC. The curves show the Monte-Carlo fit results.

3.3.2 Photons Detected in the HASH.

For events in which the photon was detected in the HASH, figure 3.7 shows the

correlation between the sum squared of the transverse momenta of the ir+n~~f system

and its mass. As before, a strong n' signal is seen for events having low | J^Ptl2 values.

The signal contains roughly 80 events. The background is higher in the HASH due to the

poorer granularity of this calorimeter and its large distance from the magnet coil.

Two projections of figure 3.7 are shown. Taking | ]CPt|2 t o D e between 0 and 0.0049

(GeV/c)2 , figure 3.8 a. shows the M(7r+7r~'y) distribution. A clear n' signal is seen. An

Ai contribution is likely, though it is difficult to separate it from the background. The

shaded area corresponds to a p° interval of 0.60 < MK+ w- < 0.85 GeV. Taking M(7r+7r~7

) to be between 0.90 and 1.05 GeV, figure 3.8 b. shows the | £ p j | 2 distribution. A dear

enhancement at low | J3pt|2 values is seen. The solid lines are the Monte-Carlo simulation
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Figure 5.7. M(W+TT-^ ) vs. | £ p l | 2 , photon detected in the HASH.

results, to be described later.

3.3.3 Photons Detected in the LAEC.

For events in which the photon was detected in the LAEC, figure 3.9 shows the

correlation between the sum squared of the transverse momenta of the x+n~i system

and its mass. Here too a strong rj' signal is seen for events with low | $2pt|2 values. The

77' signal contains roughly 80 events.

Two projections of figure 3.9 are shown. Taking | £p* | 2 to be between 0 and 0.0049

(GeV/c)2, figure 3.10 a. shows the M(ir+ir~i) distribution. A clear v' signal is seen.

The Aj contribution to the background is evident here. This A2 contribution is higher

than for the LABC or HASH, as the probability of missing a photon in the forward di-

rection is large. The shaded area corresponds to a p° interval of 0.60 < M^T- < 0.85

GeV. Taking M^tt'i ) to be between 0.90 and 1.05 GeV, figure 3.10 b. shows the
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Figure S.8. a. M(ir+ir 7 ) , the p° region is shaded; 6. I ^P t l 2 • Photons

detected in the HASH. The curves show the Monte-Carlo fit results.

Pt|2 distribution. A clear enhancement at low | $3pl|2 values is seen. The solid lines

are the Monte-Carlo simulation results, to be described later.

§3.4 Monte-Carlo Simulation.

3.4.1 Generating ?/ —> p°7 —> 7r+7r~7 Events.

' An accurate simulation of 77 interactions is very difficult, because the evaluation of

the full e+e~ —* e+e~X cross section requires multi-dimensional integration. The key

technique used for this integration is called importance sampling. The idea is to generate

k points (i.e. particle four momenta) not uniformly, but in a space which is "compressed"

in those regions where the integrand has maxima.
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Figure S.9. M(ir+ir~~/ ) vs. | £p*t|2 » Ph<>ton detected in tht LAEC.

The Monte-Carlo events were generated using the luminosity functions given in (30).

For the decay 77' —* p°i, the Particle Data Group33 values for the r\' mass ( " V = 958

MeV) and width (r=0.28 MeV) as well as for the 17' -»• p°f branching ratio (B=0.30) were

used. Events were generated according to three body (•K+Tt~f ) phase space (JZ3) and

then weighted with the dipole transition (from r\' to p°~i ) matrix |M| 2 multiplied by a p

Breit Wigner, according to the relation:

(3.3)

To evaluate the transition matrix M one defines-

PM the 77' 4 vector,

fcM the 7 4 vector,

pr± the ?r± 4 vector,

£p the polarization of the photon

1 ,

(3.4)

eM = 0 ) ,
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Since the TJ' is a JF = 0~ particle, the matrix element has to be totally antisymmetric:

M - (3.5)

Evaluating M in the 7r+7r~ CM frame, one has:

0

0

'k\

0

0

Vfc ;

(3.6)
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Equation (3.5) transforms to:

M ~ - [P° V • fe3 • e2 + P° -p2 • k3 • E1 + P 3 -p1 • A:0 • e2 + P 3 - p2 • fc° - E1]

(Jk° = k3 = k)

=-fc - (e l . p 2 + £2.p1)(P° + P3) (3.7)

- + fc; P 3 = -fc; =» P° + P 3 =

The p Breit Wigner is given by:

^ >

i
where p(fc) is the pion (photon) momentum in the JT+JT~ rest frame, and p0 = p for

3.4.2 Detector Simulation.

The events generated by the Monte-Carlo program were traced through the detector

using detailed detector simulation programs. The charged pions were traced from the

interaction region through the beam pipe, CPC, DC and ITOF. In each step, the interac-

tions of the pions with the material of the detector were simulated. The hits caused by

the pions in the various components were registered. The trigger and track reconstruction

efficiencies were included in the simulation.

In order to understand the response of the TASSO electromagnetic calorimeters to

low energy photons, 6 groups of 500 (Monte-Carlo generated) photons each were generated

at energies of .1, .15, .2, .25, .3 and .4 GeV. These low energy photons were traced through
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She detector (beam pipe, CPC, DC, ITOF, the TASSO magnet coil, and the electromag-

netic calorimeters). The electromagnetic interactions of the photons in the detector were

simulated with the EGS70 shower simulation program.

* Photons that were not fully absorbed in the coil gave an energy spectrum that con-

sisted of two gaussian shaped distributions. One was centered 10% above the generated

energy (due to additive energy corrections in the clustering algorithm) with a width of

p» 25%. The other, which came from photons that start radiating in the TASSO coil,

was centered at about half the value of the first gaussian, with a broader width (40 -

50%). Applying the same photon energy cuts as in the data, the detection efficiency of the

calorimeter at low energies was calculated by dividing the number of photons left after the

detector simulation by the number of generated photons, at each generated energy point.

When analyzing higher energy photons and electrons detected in the LABC, infor-

mation was required from both the <j> and z strips. Requiring strip information in the

simulation decreased the detection efficiency of low energy photons by 10 - 20%. Demand-

ing ^ or z strips to register the passage of a low energy photon, while substantially limiting

the rate of spurious photons in the data, decreased the photon detection efficiency by only

ft5% (in the simulation). The detection efficiency for low energy photons in the LABC is

shown in figure 3.11 . For the HASH, above 0.15 GeV, the detection efficiency was found

to be around 90% and independant of energy.

ft The simulation described above was parametrized and incorporated into a fast Monte-

Carlo simulation prograii that smeared the energies of the photon coining from the

r}' decay.

ft The 17' decay was the source of the lowest energy photons measured at TASSO. In

order to be sure that one understands tha response of the TASSO calorimeters to very

low energy photons, another detailed simulation program for the photons was developed.

For every Monte-Carlo produced event, the photon from rj' decay was traced through a

detailed simulation of electromagnetic interactions in the beam pipe, CPC, DC, ITOF,
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Figure 8.11. Detection efficiency of the LABC.

and the TASSO magnet coil. Particles produced in the showering process in the coil were

traced into the shower detectors where their energies were added in each tower or counter.

This energy was smeared by the respective resolutions and corrected for absorption in the

coil. The systematic errors were estimated by varying the resolutions and the absorption

corrections. Varying a between 18% and 24% contributed ~ Z% to the systematic error;

varying the energy loss in the coil between 50 and 100 MeV contributed ~ 2% to the

systematic error. The result of this detailed simulation was found to agree with the result

of the fast simulation (using the two gaussian parametrization) to within 5%. For the

LAEC detected photons, and for the Aj study (Chapter 4), a fast simulation was used.

The energy distributions of the photons detected in each calorimeter are shown in

figure 3.12. The events originate from 17' decay. This was done by restricting the w+ir~n

final state to an equivalent mass of 0.90 - 1.05 GeV and |I2pt|a < 0.0049 (GeV/c)2. A

background subtraction was performed. The background shape was obtained by selecting

events in the same mass region but with 0.01 < |£j>*l2 < 0.04(GeV/c)2. The absolute

number of background events was calculated from figure 3.6 b., figure 3.8 b., and figure

3.10 b. respectively. For each calorimeter, the number of background events was the

one contained below the background curve (straight line), with |£pt ! 2 less than 0.0049
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fEeV/c)2. The histograms represent the expectation from the Monte-Carlo calculation

described above, and show good agreement with the data.
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Figure S.12. Energy distribution of a.LABC b.HASH and c.LAEC photons.

The histograms show the Monte-Carlo fit results.

The 7r+7T mass distributions are shown in figure 3.13 , for events where the recoiling

photon was detected in the LABC, HASH and LAEC respectively. The events originate

rom rj' decay and were selected in the same way as for the photon energy distributions of

figure 3.12 . The histograms represent the expectation from the Monte-Carlo calculation.

Clear p° peaks are observed, but with mass values lower than the nominal p° mass by about

MeV. A mass shift in the p, coining fron r\' radiative decay, has also been observed in

other experiments 84. Such an effect is expected for a dipole transition. The rj' —• p°i is a

dipole transition. In such a case, the matrix element is proportional to the photon energy
88 measured in the p° rest frame. The predicted p° peak is lower by ~ 25 MeV compared

to the data. If one does not include the correct transition matrix element, the predicted
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p° peak is higher by ~ 35 MeV compared to the data. The difference in T^ (TJ ' ) with or

without the correct matrix element is less than 4% (it is included in the systematic error

calculation).

CIS D.J0 O.?f

10 -

GeV

jj
1 1

1

a.

0.15 0.S0 Q75

b.

GeV GeV
c.

Figure S.1S. M(ir+ir~ ) , photon detected in a. LABC, 6. HASH and c.

LAEC. The histograms show the Monte-Carlo fit results.

§3.5 Evaluating T(j]' -+ 77).

The only unknown parameter in equation 1.13 is F77(»7' ), which was taken as 1.0

keV in the Monte-Carlo simulation. Fitting the Monte-Carlo expectation to the number

of events observed yields the value of Tni(ri' ). The error of the fit gives the statistical

error of the measurement. This error comes from the finite statistics, and background

parametrization. The background parametrization is the parameter that can be changed.

Two different procedures of fitting the Monte-Carlo expectation to the data were tried,
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based on the two projections of (M(7r+7r~'/ ) vs. | 52P*I 2 )•

In the first procedure, restricting M(n+ir~~f ) to 0.9 - 1.05 GeV (the q' mass band),

and plotting the | J3 Ptl2 distribution, one gets the contributions from the TJ' events at small

|$^pt|2 o v e r a ^ a t background. As a control, M(7r+fl—-y ) bands next to the r\' region

ft). 75-0.90 GeV, and 1.05-1.20 GeV) were checked, and a flat background was found. The

I 5ZPt|2 distributions ( figure 3.6 b. and figure 3.8 b.) were each fitted, to the sum of a

first degree polynomial and the shape expected from the Monie-Carlo calculations for the

process t]' —* pO/7. The resulting fits yielded:

= 5.0 ± 0.5 keV for the LABC events,
(3.9)

T{r}' -* TY) = 5-3 ± 0.8 keV for the HASH events.

• In the second, procedure, requiring | £ p*t|
2 < 0.0049 (GeV/c)2 and plotting M(7r+»r~'y)|

one obtains the contributions of the q' and A2 (where only one photon is detected) over

a non-flat background. The M(v+ir~~i ) distributions ( figure 3.6 a., figure 3.8 a. and

figure 3.10 a.) were fitted to the sum of the rj' shape and an A% shape (where only one

photon is detected), and a polynomial background. The TJ' and A2 shapes were obtained

from the Monte-Carlo simulations. The solid lines in these distributions give the results

of the fits. The values for T^fji' ) are insensitive to the amount of At production with

less than 10% variation for T(A2 -* TY) ranging from 0 to 2 keV. A value of T(A% -» T>)

= 1.0 keV was used for the final fits. The fits yielded:

T(T?' -»-77) = 5.1 ± 0.4 keV for the LABC events,

# T[n' - » l l ) = 5.7 ± 0.8 keV for the HASH events, (3.10)

T(TJ' -*n) - 5.2 ± 0.7 ktV for the LAEC e^nts.

£ The combined signal from the three calorimeters is shown in figure 3.14 (the p° region

is shaded):

The results obtained from the LABC and HASH using both methods agree well with

each other. For the final result, the value was obtained using the first method in the LABC
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figure S.14. M(n+v~t ) , photon detected in LABC or HASH or LAEC.

The p° region is shaded f0.60 < M(JT+TT") < 0.85 GeV).

and HASH, as the background was better understood. For the LAEC the second method

was used.

The systematic error is dominated by uncertainties in the shape of the background (~

8%) and in the detection efficiency for low energy photons (~ 10%). Adding in quadrature

an overall systematic error of 13% was obtained.. The weighted average for the three

devices is:

= 5.1 ± 0A[stat.) ± 0.65{syst.) keV (3.11)
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§3.6 Discussion.

The TASSO value for T^fa' ) agrees with previous published measurements 40—*s

(though the result from PLUTO45 tends to be lower). By relating the world averages of

the 77 width of the rf to the 77 widths of the ir° and 17, the mixing angle Qp and the

ratio of wave functions at the origin, Rp, can be determined35:

QP = (-19.4 ± 1.4)° and RP = 0.96 ± 0.03. (3.12)

The result for Rp is consistent with nonet symmetry (Rp = l ) . One can see that the

pseudosc&lar singlet octet mixing is not ideal (Q ideal = 35.3°), in contrast to the almost

ideal mixing observed in the vector meson nonet (Oy = (38.6 ± 0.4)°(33)).

From the quadratic Gell-Mann/Okubo mass formula (GMO),

i

' <3J3>

(the particle symbols stand for the squared masses of these particles) one obtains for the

mixing angle33: 0 P = (-11.1 ± 0.2)°.

Turning to the point of fractional (FCQ) versus integral (ICQ) charged quark models:

In quark models with global SU(3)/jOUOUP x SU(3)eo(our symmetry, quarks of the same

flavour can have different charges for different colours, resulting in the decomposition of

the photon into a colour singlet and a colour octet81. The colour octet part is absent only

in the Gell-Mann/Zweig scheme of fractionally charged quarks. Below the threshold for

open colour a single photon can couple to the colour singlet hadrons only via its colour

singlet part. But the colour singlet photon "sees" only the charges averaged over the

colours, which are always the same as the conventional fractional charges. Thus one needs

the colour octet photon to measure the quark charges.

In the Han-Nambu model with integral charged quarks 86 the photon is decomposed

into:
ICQ = ( 8 / l c ) - ( l / , 8 c ) . (3.14)
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The flavour-octet colour-singlet (8/, lc) is the usual representation of the photon, whereas

the flavour-singlet colour-octet (1/,8C) is specific to the ICQ model. Below the colour

threshold, the observed hadrons have to be in a colour singlet state. The colour octet

component of the photon does not contribute in processes involving only one photon. In

higher order electromagnetic processes colour octet photons can combine to form colour

singlets:

(1/,8C) X ( l / ,8 e) = ( l , , l c ) + . . . . (3.15)

The colour singlet in this decomposition is also a flavour singlet. The two-photon coupling

to a flavour singlet is sensitive to the difference between the ICQ and FCQ models. The 77

width of the singlet 771 should be four times larger in the ICQ than in the FCQ. With the

assumption that SU(3)/iavDur nonet symmetry holds and that the 77' is mainly a singlet,

one obtains from the TT° width81:

« 24keV
(3.16)

« 6keV.

Under the above assumptions, the ICQ model is excluded by the measured 77 width

of the rj' . The necessary assumptions are controversial, in particular the SU(3) nonet

symmetry83 87 88. Before this controversy is settled, the measured 77 width of the

17' cannot be used as an absolute proof for the FCQ model.
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Chapter 4

THE 77 WIDTH OF THE A2 (1320)

L Introduction

The 2 + + nonet of mesons consisting of the f(1270), A2 (1320), f'(1515) and K*(1430),

known as the tensor nonet, is shown in 1.7b. The angular momentum configuration of the

marks is a ZP% - a relative P wave with parallel spins.

Unlike the pseudoscalar nonet, in the case of the tensor mesons there is no absolute

prediction for the 77 widths. Various theoretical attempts have been made to calculate

the 77 widths using the quark model, finite energy sum rules or dispersion relations 89~97.

The decay of a tensor meson into two real photons is determined by two independent

amplitudes, which can be taken as the A = 0 and A = 2 helicity amplitudes (A = 1 does

not contribute for real photons). The predictions for the ratios of the 77 widths within the

tensor meson nonet stand on firmer grounds than the predictions for the absolute values.

The ratios r ^ / ° ^ : r " % ^ : r ^ / > ^ which were given in 1.21 hold true for each 77

helicity A separately. The 77 helicities A = ±2 (photons with opposite helicity) should

dominate over A = 0 (photons with same helicity). The A = 2 dominance is obtained from

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients if one assumes that only the lowest multiple in the 77 system

contributes. In this case one finds for the ratios of the A = 0 and A = 2 intensities:

• J(A = O) : /(A = 2) = 1 : 6. (4.1)

Helicity 2 dominance has also been derived under more general assumptions00*86.

Even though the A2 was first observed in 77 interactions in the decay mode A2 -* ^n
8 which has a branching ratio of 14.5 ± 1.2%, for magnetic detectors the decay A2 -+ pn
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with a branching ratio of 70.1 ± 2.2% is preferable. The A2 production has been observed

in the reaction:

T1 — M-* P±^ -* T+?r"ff0 (4.2)

(the p°w° decay is forbidden by isospin conservation).

The TASSO detector does not have a full neutral detection coverage. The difficul-

ties involved in the detection of one low energy photon were described in the rj' study

(chapter 3). When one tries to detect two low energy photons, further obstacles arise: In

approximately 50% of the events, one photon is lost in the areas not covered by the elec-

tromagnetic calorimeters, resulting in a ir+ir~"f final state, as was shown in the i\' study.

In fact the CELLO collaboration used the one lost photon channel to measure T^A^)47.

In the present study Tnn[A.2 ) was measured in the n ]'ir~n final state. Though having

less statistics than the ir+ir~~f final state, the ir+v~n final state provides a clean signal,

separable from the background.

The final state 7r+jr"~Ty is found to contain, apart from the Ai resonance, background

which can be attributed to non-resonant jr+7r~7r° production. The amount of this contri-

bution was calculated and subtracted from the signal.

§4.2 Data Selection

Events were selected with two oppositely charged tracks and exactly two photons in

any of the three electromagnetic calorimeters (LABC, HASH and LAEC). The total energy

of charged particles and photons had to be less than 25% of the center of mass energy,

and the two charged tracks were required to be acoUnear in a plane perpendicular to the

beam by more than 10°, to exclude QED background. These cuts were described in detail

in Chapter 3.

The angle between the two photons is shown in figure 4.1 . This angle was required

to be less than 90°, as the opening angle of photons coming from TT° decay is smaller.
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Figurt 4.1. Angle between two photons.

The invariant mass of the two photons for the exclusively produced state 7r+7r *n >

scted by requiring | £p* t |
2 < 0.0225 (GeV/e)2, is shown in figure 4.2. A dear ir° signal

teen, with width and mass in agreement with the Monte-Carlo simulation (solid line),

e photon pairs with 0.07 < M (-7-7) < 0.20 GeV were kinematically fitted to the n° mass

1 events with a fit probability (x2) < 1% were ignored. Repeating the analysis without

s kinematical fit does not change T^Ai ), but results in poorer resolution.

.3 Results

The 7r+ir~*n sample described above was used to search for the decay A2 —• p^ir^ —•

•jr~jr°. The correlation between the 7r+7r~7r° effective mass and its transverse momen-

m squared is shown in figure 4.3. A clear enhancement around the A2 mass is observed

• events with low

Figure 4.4 shows the M(7r+7i-7r°) distribution, with | £ P t i 3 < 0.0225 (GeV/c)2. The

aded area corresponds to the case when at least one of the w:tir0 mass combinations is in
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Figure 4.2. M(n ) , |£p"t|2 < 0-0 2 2 5 {GeV/c):

TASSO

Figure 4.3. M(-n+ir~ir0 ) vs. \Ylft\
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B p region (0.62 < AfT±,o < 0,92 GeV). There is little reduction of the A2 peak, showing

at the A2 decay into 7r+7r~7r° proceeds entirely through p±ir*. Some enhancement

also observed around 1.8 GeV for events with low |X^Pt|2 • The dashed line is the

A-exclusive background calculation, described below.

Figure 4.4. M(n+ir-7r° ) , \Y,Pt\2 < 0.0225(GeV/c)2; the p region is shaded;

the dashed line shows the non-exclusive background calculation.

§4.4 Describing the Background

As in the n' study, one can estimate the background under the Ai peak by look" ;g at

the J ]Cp!|2 distribution for various M(7r+7r~7r° ) intervals ( figure 4.5 ). In figure 4.5 b.

the A2 mass interval is shown (1.15 < AfT+T-»o < 1.45 GeV), while figure 4.5 a. c. and d.

show control regions below and above the A2 mass interval. Above | £) pt\
2 ~ 0.03(GcV/c)2

we can see a linear | £ Pt|2 dependence with the same slope (solid lines). An extrapolation
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of this linear |5ZPt|2 dependence to | $ 3 P * | 2 = ° (dashed lines) describes fairly well the

data below the A% mass ( figure 4.5 a.), while an excess of events is seen for the data above

the Ai mass ( figure 4.5 c. and d.) (which was not the case in the n' study).

4 0 -

20

5

i-

TASSO

l»

US a mlTfrc'tria
Ibl

Figure 4-5. \ J^Pt|2 , M(ir+n~ir° ) in different intervals; the various lines

represent the Monte-Carlo and background calculations.

The contribution from non-exclusive reactions was estimated from the two-dimensiona

distribution M(»r4 n~n° ) versus | £ p t | 2 of figure 4.3 . The shape of this background wat

taken from events with 0.03 < | J2p*t|2 < 0.06 (GeV/e)2, and was found to be independent

from | £ P * | 2 > 0.03 (GeV/c)2. Its absolute magnitude could be described by a linear

| Yi Pt\2 dependence. This procedure results in a reasonable description of the background

at low | £/>t|2 • The extrapolated non-exclusive background is shown as the dashed curve

in the mass distribution of figure 4.4 .
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In figure 4.6 the M(7r+7r TT° ) is shown, after subtracting the non-exclusive back-

ground. Besides the A2 signal, additional ir+ir~Tr° production is observed, in particular

around 1.8 GeV.

20-

15-

I * -
tu

0.5

TASSO _|
non-exclusivr background

aubiracttd

Figure 4.6. M(n+ir~n° ) , non-exclusive background subtracted; the dashed

line represents the n+ir~ir° phase space contribution.

This excess could be attributed to non resonant ir+ir~ir° phase space production, or

to a hypothetical resonance there.

I In order to estimate the 7r+7r~7r° phase space contribution, Monte-Carlo events for

7r+7r~7r° phase space production were generated. The expected number of events, assuming

a constant cross section of 1 nb, is shown as a curve in figure 4.7 (right scale). The cross

section O{TI —• 7r+jr~7r°) was determined outside the A2 resonance, accounting properly

for the tails of the resonance (left scale). The contribution underneath the A? peak was

estimated assuming a ^ - dependence of a(if7 -* 7r+7r~7r°) for W^n < 2.0 GeV. This

contribution is shown as the dashed-dotted curve in figure 4.5 b., and as the dashed curve

Fn figure 4.6 .
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B O -

Figure 4.7. O{TI -*• 7r+»r~7r0) as a function of

shows the expected events for a = 1 nb (right scale).

(left scale); the curve

In the other method, a hypothetical resonance at — 1.8 GeV was assumed to accoun

for the excess in ir+ir~ir° production in this mass region. The results for the Ai partia

width agreed in both methods to within 10% (included in the systematic error calculation).

§4.5 Monte-Carlo Simulation

In order to determine Y^{Ai -»'yy ), Monte-Carlo events were generated using the

luminosity functions given in (30). For the decay A3 - • />sr, the Particle Data Group33

values for the A2 mass, width, and B.R.(-A2 -> pir) were taken.

The cross section is given by equation 1.13. Unlike the q' which has a narrow width,

there is a mass dependence on the A2 total width M :

(4.3)

where pp is the p momentum in the ir+ir~it° rest frame, and PA, >S the corresponding
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value for mfir at the Az mass. The orbital angular momentum of the pit system is L=2.

The functions Dj. are damping factors 10° and the parameter r has a value of 1 fm".

Events were generated according to three body (n+ir~ir° ) phase space and then

multiplied with the following matrix element:

\M\2 ~ \BW{p+)ANG(p+,n-) + BW{p-)ANG(p-,*+\7. (4.4)

The BW's are relativistic Breit-Wigner distributions describing the decays A2 -* p^ic*

^according to:

v ' mj - mlr - trripTp . v '

where mp is the mass of the p, Tp its mass dependent width, pK the pion momentum in

* h e p rest frame, and m»T the invariant mass of the decay pions. The combined angular

distribution of the A2 decay and the subsequent p decay is given by:

] | , J3 -^;i,*
* is

where 9f4>p are the polar and azimuthal angles of p in the 7-7 center of mass rest frame,

(0*»^*) are the polar and azimuthal angles of the TT° in the p rest frame, J (J3) is the

ftpin of the A% (third component of the spin identical to the 77 helicity), j (j3) the p spin

(third component) and L=2 is the angular momentum of the pv system. All angles are

calculated assuming the 77 direction (the angular quantization axis) coinciding with the e+

beam direction. The functions Y are spherical harmonics and the functions C(Jy Jz\L, J3—

hijth) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

Following theoretical calculations60'06 and an angular study of the A3 by the Crystal

Ball Collaboration66, the 77 helicity was assumed to be A = ±2.
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§4.6 Evaluating T(A2 -

Two procedures were used. In the first procedure, the shape expected from the Monte-

Carlo simulation of the reaction 77 —> A?. —* p±rr^ and the 7r+jr~7r° phase space curve

were fitted to the 7r+»r~jr0 invariant mass distribution of figure 4.6 . This fit yielded

(55 ± 16) Ai events, corresponding to:

T^(A2) = 0.90 ± 0.27 ktV. (4.7)

In the second procedure the | £Pt | 2 distribution of figure 4.5 b. was fitted to a) non-

exclusive (dashed line), b) ir+ir~ic° phase space (dashed dotted line) backgrounds, and c)

the shape expected from the Monte-Carlo simulation of the reaction *H —* A2 —*• p^ir*

(solid line). This fit yielded 52 ± 19 events corresponding to:

r^(Aj) = 0.88 ± 0.32 keV. (4.8)

The two procedures give consistent results within statistical error. Those fits did not

include the p± mass constraint, thus avoiding possible problems due to the large p± width.

Introducing this additional requirement does not change the results, but gives larger errors

due to background determination uncertainties. As was mentioned above, repeating the

analysis without a kinematical ir° fit did not change the results.

To estimate the systematic error coming from the background parametrization, vari-

ous other assumptions for interpolating the background were tried. These include a linear

interpolation of a(*n —• ir+ir~ir0)t a constant cross-section, and a linearly rising back-

ground for Wni < 2 GeV, as well as a hypothetical resonance contribution around 1.8

GeV plus jr+?r~jr° phase space production up to W^ of 2.5 GeV. All these hypothesis

gave A% partial widths within 0.1 keV of each other, illustrating the consistency of this

result despite variations in background description.

The overall systematic error comes mainly from the different models used for the

background estimation (0.11 keV), the detector acceptance (0.11 keV), the luminosity
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measurement (0.05 keV), and the uncertainty in the q2 dependence of the A2 production

(0.01 keV). Adding all these contributions in quadrature, a systematic error of 0.16 keV is

obtained. The result for the partial width of the A2 is therefore:

T^(A2) = 0.90 ± 0.27(stat.) ± 0.16(syst.) keV. (4.9)

g4.7 Discussion

The result obtained for Tnl(A2) is in good agreement with previous

'measurements61'42'52-54-56.

Equation 1.21 for the / ° and A2 is:

»)2 : 3, (4.10)

where ©r is the singlet octet mixing angle and RT is the ratio of the singlet to octet wave

functions at the origin. Using the world averages for T-n(A2 ), F7 1(f) and F77(f) one

obtains35:

©r = 25.6° ± 1.7°, and RT = 1.1 ± 0.07. (4.11)

The value of the mixing angle, ©y, is consistent with results derived from quadratic (28°)
1 and linear (26°) Gell-Mann/Okubo mass relations33. The result indicates a small deviation

from the ideal mixing angle of 35.3°. The result for RT is consistent with nonet symmetry

(RT = 1)- This shows that the tensor meson multiplet can be understood as being made

up of u, d and s quarks, where little contribution from other states like gluonium or qqqq

s present.
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Chapter 5

LIMITS ON 77 WIDTHS OF t(1460) AND ^c(2980)

§5.1 Search for 77 —> t —> p°7

The t(1460) is a Jpc = 0~+ state. It was first observed in radiative J/iJ! decays by

the Markll collaboration 101 where the 1 decays into a KgK±ir^: final state. Radiative

J/V» decays, for which B(J/x(f —• 7 + 2 gluons) as 8% 102 , are expected to be a good

source of hard gluons ( figure 5.1) and hence a promising channel in which to search for

glueballs. Aside from the T}C the 1 is the most prominent state in radiative J/tp decays.

Figure 5.1. Radiative J/IJJ decay (lowest order QCD diagram).

Unfortunately, few reliable criteria exist for determining whether a resonance is a

glueball, in part because gg-glueball mixing is expected theoretically, which would blur

most differences. Regardless of mixing, the additional degrees of freedom provided by the

gluons should lead to more states than can be accommodated by the meson nonets.

The 1 radiative decay into pOiy was first observed by the Marklll collaboration in

radiative J/V> decays 103. Because the mass and width of the signal are somewhat different
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Trom those of the i in the KK-K channel, it is difficult with their present statistics to make

in unambiguous identification with the t.

What can one learn from the 77 width of the t? Naively one would expect glueballs

io have a small coupling to 77 , because the photon only couples to particles with electric

charge. Therefore the 77 width could be used to decide whether the t is a glueball candidate

or made of quarks 104. But it has also been argued that the t, if interpreted as a glueball,

could have a relatively large 77 width (up to 50 keV 10S) due to mixing with the r) and T)'

pseudoscalars.

A search was performed for events of the type

T7 (5.1)

The mass spectrum of the p°*i final state, selected with the same cuts as in the rj' analysis

(described in Chapter 3) for photons detected hi the LABC, is shown again in figure 5.2 .

We see no apparent signal in the mass region of the 1 (1.35 < M{pOr)) < 1.55 GeV), where

the total number of p°7 events is 6.

TASSO

GeV

Figure 5.2. M(p°~t ) . Arrows show the t region.

In order to determine F(t —• 77) x B{i -» p°7), Monte-Carlo events were generated
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for the process (5.1) , using the exact formalism of 1.13 (where T11(c) was taken as 1 keV),

and the luminosity functions given in (30). For the t, a mass of 1460 MeV and a width

of F =105 MeV was used. The decay of the t into p°7 was simulated in the same way as

the decay of the r\' into p°7 , using the matrix element for a dipole transition. The events

were traced through the detector using the same procedures as for the r\' study, and then

passed through the analysis chain. After all analysis cuts there remained 8 Monte-Carlo

generated events.

To determine the number of possible t events, the mass distribution of figure 5.2 was

fitted to a decreasing exponential function of the mass, from 1.1 GeV and a Breit Wigner

at the i mass (1460 MeV). The amount of i events was determined to be 0 ± 2.60 events.

To obtain a 95% confidence level upper limit 0 + 1.65 • 2.60 = 4.3 data events were taken

and divided by the 8 Monte-Carlo events. The 95% confidence level for the two photon

width of the i times its branching ratio into p°i is: |

T ^ ( t -+ Ty) X B(t -> p°-y) < 0.54 keV. (5.2)

The obtained upper limit is in agreement with the Markll measurement46 of: F7 7(t —•

*n) x B{t —> p0^) < 0.2 fceV. (90% C.L.). This value was calculated assuming a gaussian

distribution for the t. However, both values are too large to clarify the gluonic/quarkonic

nature of the t.

§5.2 Search for 7 7 —• rjc —* r}'n+ir

The T}c (2980) is the 0~ member of the charmonium system (shown in figure 5.3 ) ,

which couples to 77 . Potential models 106 and QCD sum rules 107 have been successful in

t In a more conservative approach (which was published44), the 6 data events were all
assumed to originate from t decay into p°-f . The events were assumed to follow a
Poisson distribution. 12 data events were taken for the 95% confidence level calculation
and divided by the 8 Monte-Carlo events. The 95% confidence level upper limit was:

X B{L -> p°-y) < 1.5 keV.
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'describing heavy quarkonia. This includes the calculations of energy levels, leptonic and

radiative widths and to some extent hadronic widths.

XttiSSI

Figure 5.S. The eharmonium system.

To get a prediction for the 77 width of charmonium states SU(4) symmetry cannot

be used, since it is strongly broken by the mass of the charm quark. The 77 width of a

, singlet state (like the TJC ) can be related to the leptonic width of the corresponding triplet

state (like the J/rp). Assuming the wave function at the origin to be equal for both, one

obtains:

(5.3)

Using the measured leptonic width of the J/t(t one can estimate:

c - 7 7 ) « 6 (5.4)

A recent relativistic quark model calculation 108 also predicts values around 6 keV. f

The Marklll collaboration reported U 1 sizable branching ratios for the T]C decay into

K\K±JTT and into r\' v+it~ . 7-7 production of the i\c (2980) has been reported only by

\ The assumption made about the wave functions at the origin is not neccesarily true. The
experimental measurement of the branching ratio B(J/ip -* 7rjc)

 10° turns out to be
much smaller than expected for equal singlet and triplet wave functions. From dispersion
relations n 0 , which do not assume the equality of the wave functions, the result for the
77 width of the t)c is much lower than the one obtained in (5.4) .
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the PLUTO collaboration l l 2 which observe it in the channel

Tl -* Tic—* KtK 7TT.

The TASSO collaboration searched in the same channel.

A search was also performed in the channel:

(5.5)

(5.6)

This final state, consisting of four charged pions and one photon, is similar to the previously

discussed ir+ir~i final state. For this analysis, the TASSO PASS-3 tapes were used.

Exactly four charged tracks were required, with a total charge of 0, together with one

photon in any of the three electromagnetic calorimeters. A photon was identified in the

same manner as described in the 7r+7r~*]( analysis.

Figure 5.4 shows the equivalent mass of the exclusive final state ir+7r~ir+ir~i ,

selected by demanding | £ P * I 2 to be less than 0.02 (GcV/c)2, and requiring at least one

ir+n~') combination to be consistent with the intermediate state rj' —*• p°"f. The area

where one expects r}e events to contribute (based on a Monte-Carlo simulation) is shown

in arrows. No TJC signal is seen.



In order to improve the r\c detection efficiency, a kinematical fit of all p°~j combinations

with at least one TT+TT" combination in the p° region, was performed to the fj' mass. The

combination with highest probability (demanded to be greater than 1%) was accepted.

This procedure did not improve the TJC signal.

In order to determine Tni{r)e —> 77) x B{qc —* Tj'n+ir~), Monte-Carlo events were

generated for the process (5.6) , using the exact formalism of equation 1.13 (where F^ 7 (T}C )

was taken as 1 keV), and the luminosity functions given in (30). For the T)C , a mass of 2,980

MeV and a width of T =20 MeV were used. The events were traced through the detector

using the same procedures as for the 77' study, and then passed through the analysis chain.

After all analysis cuts there remained 4.2 Monte-Carlo generated events.

The Tjc region in figure 5.4 is consistent with the "tail" of the large phase space

contribution. Therefore, an upper limit for *n production of rjc in this decay channel can

be calculated. To determine the number of possible rjc events, the mass distribution of

figure 5.4 was fitted to a decreasing exponential function of the mass from 1.6 GeV, plus a

gaussian at the r?c mass (2.980 GeV) and width (0.195 GeV) (the width was determined by

the Monte-Carlo simulation). The amount of r/c events was determined to be 4.27 ± 3.99

events. To obtain a 95% confidence level upper limit, 4.27 + 1.65 • 3.99 = 10.85 events

were taken.

The 95% confidence level for the two photon width of the t]e times its branching ratio

into tj' 7r+vr~ is obtained by dividing these 10.85 events by the 4.2 Monte-Carlo events:

r i7(r?c - TT) X B(f?c ~> TJ'TT+TT") < 2.6 keV. ' (5.7)

If one uses the measured branching ratio of the r}e into r)' 7r+ir~ U 1 of 2.7 ± 0.9 % the

following upper limit is obtained:

(5.8)

This upper limit is consistent with both the PLUTO and TASSO results in the

decay channel.
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Chapter 6

PROPORTIONAL TUBES CALORIMETER

§6.1 Introduction

Modern high energy physics experiments require very frequently the use of large calori-

metric devices with moderate energy resolution. These projects require the construction

of modular units that can be easily replaced and tested individually. Moreover, the need

to detect photons within a wide energy range inside jets accentuates the use of towers

where the energy is summed in the shower depth. This tower summation permits an effi-

cient detection of low energy photons. Finally, when the calorimetric device has to cover

a wide energy range, it becomes very advantageous to have a detector with a linear en-

ergy response. This can be achieved, in the case of gaseous detectors, by working in the

proportional mode.

The construction and testing of an electromagnetic calorimeter with tower readout

will be described below. This calorimeter has a simple modular structure. It is made

from thin aluminum proportional tubes interlaced with 2.5mm lead layers, operates at low

voltage (1 KV) and with a non-flammable gas mixture. The energy resolution obtained

during operation as an electromagnetic calorimeter is comparable to similar gas devices
113

§6.2 Calorimeter Structure

The calorimeter consists of 8 independent submodules of dimensions 30 x 10 x 10cm

each. Each submodule contains 3 towers with a cross section of 10 x 10cm2 and a total
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thickness of 5rl. To construct these modules, struded aluminum profiles have been pro-

duced. The profiles have a total width of 10cm and contain 14 tubes with inner dimensions

of 6 x 6mm2, The profiles have been cut in sections of 10cm. The sections were then re-

joined together with PVC plugs that electrically isolate one from the other but leave two

sets of 14 holes for the anode wires to go through. The joined aluminum profiles were glued

to lead sheets of 2.5 X 98 X 298mm3 with double-sided gluing tape. Since the surfaces to be

glued are large, this method provides a very strong bound. This procedure was repeated

ten times, until a module was completed (see figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1. Drawing of a proportional tubes module.

Such a module is mechanically very strong and self-supporting. Sixty micron gold-

coated tungsten wires were then strung through the aluminum tubes and soldered to two

G-10 plates at the end fiunges. The G-10 plates interconnect the wires in rows perpen-

dicular to the lead plates. The aluminum profiles were also inter-connected in a direction

perpendicular to the lead plates using R.F. connectors. This arrangement provided a tower

read-out. Finally, thin PVC sheets were glued all around the module, in order to make it

gas tight.

The wire diameter and the gas mixtures were optimized by requiring the best energy
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resolution within a single layer for a minimum ionizing particle. Wire diameters ranged

from 30 to 100/x. The best values obtained were for 60fi wires and a 97-3% Argonne-

Propane gas mixture.

§6.3 Calorimeter Performance

Figure 6.2 shows the experimental calorimeter set-up of an electron beam in the

DESY synchroton. The calorimeter was operated at 1000 volts with the above-mentioned

Argonne-Propane mixture.

Figure 6.2. The experimental calorimeter set-up at DESY.

A typical energy spectra obtained at 2 GeV is shown in figure 6.3.

The linearity of the response and the energy resolution are shown in figure 6.4 a. and

b. respectively.

The obtained energy resolution is constant with behavior of the form ajE = 19%/y/E

(E in GeV). Cross-talk between towers was found to be smaller than 1%, using the excellent

decoupling characteristics of the preamplifiers 114 . The anode wires were also read in,

and use was made of the fact that they provide information on the lateral distribution
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Figure 6.3. Entrgy spectra at beam energy of 2 GeV.

2 3 4
energy CGeVI

Figure 6.4. a. Linearity of response; b. Energy resolution.

of the electromagnetic shower. Indeed, using the anode wires, the centroid of the shower

could be determined within a few millimeters. The subdivision of the calorimeter into

towers introduces dead areas due to the presence of the insulating PVC pieces. A scan

was performed around one of those regions using a 2 GeV electron beam. The pulse height

variations due to this non-uniformity are shown in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5. Pulse height variation around the P.V.C. insulation.

It can be seen that a region of ±10mm is affected. This non-uniformity can be reduced

by having a slightly non-pointing geometry.

In summary, a very simple way to construct an electromagnetic calorimeter has been

presented. The calorimeter contains a tower and a strip readout. It operates in a pro-

portional mode using a non-explosive gas mixture. The cross-talk between neighboring

towers is smaller than 1% and the calorimeter has a linear energy response with an energy

resolution of a/E = 19%/y/E.
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Chapter 7

THIN CHAMBERS FOR OPAL

S7.1 Introduction

When the Israeli collaboration (Technion, Tel-Aviv and Weizmann) joined the OPAL

(Omni Purpose Apparatus for LEP) experiment to be performed at LEP, it took upon

itself to plan, build, test and install the Hadron Pole Tip Calorimeter of OPAL ( figure 7.1̂ .

Israel has shown its capability to develop a large scale component for a future experi-

ment by successfully designing, constructing and testing the Proportional Tubes Calorime-

ter (described in Chapter 6).

The OPAL design includes a lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter outside the mag-

ynetic solenoid. If the photomultiplier readout of the lead-glass is to operate in a magnetic

field-free region, the return yoke of the magnetic solenoid must fully transport the flux

from the central magnet. This return yoke is used as the active absorber material in the

Hadron Pole Tip Calorimeter.This requires the gaps inside the absorber to be the smallest

possible, (at most one centimeter).

Gaseous detectors such as the proportional tubes calorimeter developed in the Weiz-

nann Institute (see Chapter 6) or streamer ("Iarocci") tubes that are widely used in

calorimetry, cannot be made sufficiently thin. Scintillators offer the best resolution 11S,

however together with lightguides and phototubes they are both cumbersome and expen-

sive.

Following the work of Majewski and Charpak 116 who described a thin multi wire

proportional chamber (MWPC) structure, there has been development and optimization
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Figure 7.1. OPAL - Omni Purpose Apparatus for LEP.

in the use of such a structure as a sampler for calorimetry 117. The overall thickness of the

chamber was minimized to 6.6 mm, and construction of large surface (0.61 m2) chambers

is being carried out in Israel.

These chambers have been tested both as an electromagnetic and hadron calorimeter,

and the results compare to those from other gas devices. The main properties of the Thin

Gap Chambers (TGC) are:

1. The output signals are large and need no amplification. This is due to operation

in a saturated avalanche mode with a gain of ~ 107;

2. The energy resolution for a minimum ionizing particle is comparable to that of lim-

ited streamer tubes as used in the OPAL barrel and endcap calorimeters. Moreover,
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there is very little signal dependence on the angle of the incident particle;

3. The response of a calorimeter with TGC is linear up to high energies (90 GeV for

hadrons). The saturation effect which is observed in limited streamer tubes due

to the minimum distance necessary between streamers is not present here. This is

because the use of strongly quenching gas makes the avalanches more localized in

space, allowing smaller distances between them;
i

4. The construction is simple enough for large quantities to be produced;

5. Readout can be supplied from the anode (wires), or from capacitively induced

charges behind each of the cathodes, allowing a division into any geometrical pat-

tern, according to the experimental needs.

The development of TGC proceeded in three distinct steps: Initially, 10 x 10cm2

chambers were built and optimized for the best performance. Next, 30 x 60cm2 chambers

were constructed and tested as an electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter. Finally,

mass production began of 400 large surface (0.61m2) chambers, and the first set has been

tested in the OPAL set-up. The development steps posed major physics and technological

> problems, which were overcome after numerous experimental trials.

§7.2 Chamber Design and Optimization

The structure of the 10 x 10cm2 chambers is shown in figure 7.2.

The chamber consists of 50/* gold plated tungsten wires spaced every 2mm. The wires

are strung with a tension of 350 grams and soldered at both ends to copper strips on a G10

(glass-epoxy) frame along the sides of the chamber. The cathode planes are made of 100/x

mylar sheets covered with graphite (~ iMO/em2) in the inner side, and with aluminum

sheets behind them to be used for pad readout.

Previous work U B indicated that for calorimetric uses, a sampling gas detector pro-

vides better energy resolution the closer it operates to a saturated regime. The ratio
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Figure 7.2. Schematic description of chamber used for optimization.

between a Fe55 source (7 source) and a Sr90 source (minimum ionizing electron source)

was measured. It was found that to operate in a saturated mode the voltage on the de-

tector has to be around 4 kV, and the minimal gap between cathode planes has to be 3

miry

7.2.1 Gap Size

The gap size (distance between the two cathode planes) was varied between 2 and 5

mm. While a 2 mm chamber could not be operated above 3.4 kV, all other chambers were

operated up to 4.5 kV. The larger the gap size, the higher the voltage needed to operate

the chamber in order to obtain the same signal height. The resolutions obtained for the

passage of a minimum ionizing electron showed that chambers with an overall gap size >

3 mm gave rise to improved resolution. Operating the chamber with an overall distance

between cathode planes of 3 mm and 4.5 kV betweea the anode wires and cathode planes,

figure 7.3 shows a typical anode signal on a 500 resistor obtained with a Fe55 source.

It can be seen that large signals can be obtained, with a rise time of ~ 5 ns and a

peak value of - 30 mV. These signals are large enough to be used for calorimetric purposes

without amplification.
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Figure 7.S. Typical anode signal obtained with Fe55 source.

7.2.2 Gas Mixtures

A description of the results obtained using various single and binary gas mixtures is

given in Table 7.1.

The guiding idea was to avoid the use of Argon which is the main source of ultraviolet

photons. Pure hydrocarbons and mixtures with neutral gases such as CO2 and N2 were

tried. The main criterion was to obtain high signals with the smallest possible amplitude

jitter. The best results so far have been obtained with a mixture of C0 2 and n-Pentane.

•
7.2.3 Response to Incidence Particle Angle

To investigate the TGC response to the incidence particle angle, a 10 x 10cm2 chamber

was tested with a low energy /? source (where multiple scattering plays a dominant role)

and a 30 x 10cm2 chamber was tested with a 2 GeV electron beam at DESY. Figure 7.4

shows the change in the observed signal as a function of the angle between the normal to

the plane of the detector and the incident beam.

The points connected by the solid line correspond to the measurements with the high
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i^-.b mixture

Pure Lsobutane

Isobutcine + methyial

Effect o b t a i n ^

secondary streamers

Isobutane + freon 12

Ethylents

Ar + Isobutane

CO2 + «!thylbromide

N2 •+- ethylbromide

Isobutaae + ethylbromide

Isobutane + ethylbromide + CO2

CO2 + n-Pentane

Ar + CO2 + n-Pentane

inefficient with HV>4 kV

not working

poor operation

inefficient

good operation

best operating conditions with high gain

above 3.6 kV and no secondary avalanches

Table 7.1. Gas mixtures tried in the TGC.
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Figure 7.4. Variations in signal height versus incidence angle.

energy electron beam, while the other points were obtained with a 3 source. It can be

seen that, besides the change due to multiple scattering of the low energy electrons, no
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substantial change in the signal height is observed up to an incident angle of 45°. This

property makes the TGC attractive to many uses of detectors in other fields besides high

energy experiments, such as the medical industry.

7.2.4 Sensitivity to Mechanical Variations

The TGC should not be sensitive to small mechanical variations. To test this point, a

Sr90 source was pushed against the cathode plane, with a trigger scintillator on the other

side of the counter to test the response of the counter to minimum ionizing electrons. This

was repeated for different gap sizes. It was found that the effect of the local gap change is

independent of the overall gap size. Furthermore, a 20% change in the distance between

cathode and anode planes produces a similar change in the gain.

7.2.5 Reliability of Operation

Detector reliability is essential for modern high energy experiments with lifetimes of

10 years and more. Various tests were performed on a 10 x 10cm2 chamber:

' 1. To check the long term stability the chamber was operated while being irradiated

with a collimated Sr90 source corresponding to 109 particles per mm2. The response

of the counter was constant to within 10% during the 14 days of the test;

> 2. To check the sensitivity to water vapours the gas mixture of CO2 and n-Pentane

was bubbled through 5 cm of water and then fed to the chamber. The pulse height

change for minimum ionizing electrons due to the water vapours was less than 10%,

which is consistent with the systematic error of the measurement;

3. To check the behaviour under high background rates the detector was placed for

24 hours near to an uranium plate. Though the current increased by a factor

of 50, the pulse height measured for minimum ionizing electrons decreased by

only 15%. When measuring minimum ionizing electrons with a background of 100
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particles/mm2/sec the pulse height decreased by 10%, the decrease reaching 25%

with a background of 1000 particles/mm2 /sec.

§7.3 Performance of an Electromagnetic and Hadronic Calorimeter

To investigate the performance of TGC in a calorimetric environment fourteen 30 x

60cm2 self supporting chambers were built ( figure 7.5). The anode plane consists of SQ/i

wires previously described. The cathode planes axe thin (50/*) mylar sheets coated with

resistive (~ lJV/fi/cm2) carbon paint and bounded on 1.6 mm thick GlO plates which

provide the mechanical rigidity to the chamber. The original copper coating of the G10

plates is left on the outer faces for electrical shielding. On the inner faces it is etched to

form two pads (of area 30 x 30cm2) on one side of the chamber and strips on the other.

These TGC were interlaced with lead or iron slabs, and tested as an electromagnetic

or hadronic calorimeter respectively.

Support line Wires

30cm

Mylar S0|im

16mm

Ground-
plane

/

WiiWires SOpm
spacing

PAD
?\7

CARBON STRIPS
SPRAY
Mkfl per square

Figure 7.5. Schematic view of the 30 x 60cm2 chambers.
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7.3.1 Performance of an Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Ten TGC of surface area 30 x 60cm2 were interlaced with 10 lead plates of 6 mm

thickness and irradiated with an electron beam at DESY, from 1 to 4 GeV. The TGC were

operated at 3.7 kV with a CO2 n-Pentane gas mixture at 15°C. At first only the anodes

(wires) were read out. In order to obtain an absolute normalization for the measurements,

that could be compared with Monte-Carlo simulations, the lead plates were taken out

of the stack, and the ten plates were exposed to a 2 GeV electron beam. The obtained

spectrum is shown in figure 7.6 a. where a clear separation between pedestal and the

minimum ionizing particle peak is observed. The tail seen above the minimum ionizing

particle peak is due to electrons showering in the chamber materials (~ 0.5 rl) and is well

reproduced by the electromagnetic shower Monte-Carlo (EGS)70 calculations. The lead

plates were than reintroduced in the stack and the calorimeter was exposed to electron

energies of 1,2,3 and 4 GeV (see figure 7.6 b.).
u

Figure 7.6. a. 2 GeV electrons, no lead. b. 1,8,8,4 GeV electrons.

The average pulse heights in these measurements as a function of beam energy is

shown in figure 7.7 a. It can be seen that the response is linear up to the maximum

available energy of 4 GeV. The energy resolution obtained in these measurements is shown

in figure 7.7 b. The energy resolution is consistent with a behaviour of the form c/E =

* 0.27jy/E{GeV). For comparison the EGS calculations, parametrized by the single gap

measurements, is shown.
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Figure 7.7. a. Linearity b. Energy resolution of EM TGC calorimeter.

Since the energy resolution is proportional to y/t (where t is the thickness of the

sampling material), then the results described above are comparable to those obtained

with calorimeters using tubes operating in either streamer U B or proportional mode 12°.

The advantage of the present system is that a large number of sampling elements can be

introduced within a given allotted space due to the small thickness of the TGC.

Further testB included pad and strip readout. These gave results similar to anode

readout as to linearity of response and energy resolution. Introducing a large capacitance

between the anode wires and ground reduced the cross talk between neighbouring pads to

be < 5%. No cross-talk between strips was observed.

7.3.2 Performance of a Hadronic Calorimeter

Ten TGC of surface area 30 x 60cm2 were interlaced with 10 iron plates of 8 cm

thickness and irradiated with a pion beam at CERN, from 30 to 90 GeV. The TGC

were operated at 4.0 kV with a CO2 n-Pentane mixture at 11°C. A typical pulse height

spectrum obtained at beam energy of 90 GeV is shown in figure 7.8. It can be seen to

have a gaussian shape. The low energy peak is due to muons, lying 3 channels above the

pedestal and providing the absolute normalization for the number of particles contained
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in a given shower.

Hadrons (90GeV)

C kV

Figure 7.8. 90 GeVpions, 8 em Fe absorber plates.

The average pulse height measured as a function of the beam energy is shown in figure

7.9 a. It can be seen that the calorimeter response is linear up to 90 GeV. The energy

resolution obtained with the calorimeter is shown in figure 7.9 b. It can be seen that

f its behaviour can be well described by a/E = l.l7/y/E(GeV) throughout the measured

energy range. A Monte-Carlo calculation based on the Geisha program m , assuming a

minimal distance between avalanches of less than 1 mm, is also shown.

_ As in the electromagnetic case, if the energy resolution is assumed to scale as y/t

(where t is the thickness of the sampling material), then the results described above are

comparable to those obtained with calorimeters using tubes operating in the streamer

mode, however the present set-up shows much smaller energy saturation effects.
ft

§7.4 Large Surface TGC for OPAL

_ Following the successful tests of the TGC as a hadronic and electromagnetic calorime-

ter, construction of 400 full-size chambers (0.61 m2) has begun. These chambers will be
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Figure 7.9. a. Linearity b. Energy resolution of a Hadron calorimeter

the sampling part of the OPAL Hadron Pole Tip Calorimeter. The development of large

TGC's has posed major physics and technological problems, connected to large scale pro-

duction. The most difficult problem is to maintain the 1.6 mm gap between the anodes and

the cathodes, across which a potential difference of 3.6 - 4.0 kV is applied. An additional

problem is the narrow 1 cm frame, independent for each chamber, which has been chosen

to minimize dead regions.

7.4.1 Construction of Large TGC

One layer (out of ten) of TGC in the OPAL pole tip calorimeter consists of 16 modules,

each covering an azixnuthal angle of 22.5°. A schematic view of the chamber cross-section

is shown in figure 7.10 a. The anode plane consists of 50/i wires previously described. To

avoid a change in the anode to cathode distance due to gas overpressure the anode wires

are also glued to GlO supports spaced inside the chambers so that the wire length between

supports (including frame) does not exceed 32 cm. The cathode planes are thin (200/i) GlO

sheets coated with resistive (~ lMfl/cm2) carbon paint and bounded on 1.5 mm thick

GlO plates which provide the mechanical rigidity to the chamber. The original copper

coating of the GlO plates is left on the outer faces for electrical shielding. On the inner

faces it is etched to form pads on one side of the chamber and strips on the other. The pad
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size was chosen to correspond to the expected size of the hadronic showers. Corresponding

pads from all layers form a tower pointing to the interaction point in the center of the

OPAL detector. The strips fan out radially almost perpendicular to the anode wires (see

figure 7.10 b.)
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Figure 7.10. a. Cross-section b. side view of a large area TGC.

The dead area of the chamber due to frame and wire supports is 11% of the total

chamber area, being much smaller than the typical size of a hadronic shower, so that a

shower originating in these regions will be detected with a poorer energy resolution.

The prepared frames and wire supports, the etched GlO plates and the gluing of the

thin GlO sheets to the etched face were supplied by outside companies. Most of the TGC

construction was carried out in our laboratories as follows: after cutting the plates to the

desired dimensions, the inner sides with the thin GlO sheets are sprayed with carbon paint.

The frame and wire supports are glued to the inner side with epoxy, on a vacuum table

to ensure flatness. The pad sides of two chambers are mounted on the rotating board of a

winding machine. The 600 wires of each chamber are wound with a position accuracy of
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lOfi and a fixed tension of 350 grams. The wires are then soldered to the copper coating of

the frame. In the near future it is planed to use a laser soldering method. Each pad side

is then washed with water and tested for high voltage discharge in a mylar bag flushed

with the working gas (60% CO2 and 40% n-Pentane, mixed at 18°). With 4 kV applied to

the anode wires, discharge sources which are mainly due to residues of small foreign .fibres

and dust can still be identified and removed. The strip and pad sides axe glued together

on a vacuum table in a clean room. Gas lines are built into the chamber frame. Finally

the chamber is sealed with epoxy glue and flushed with COj for a few days.

7.4.2 Operation and Testing of Large TGC

The TGCs are operated with a gas mixture obtained by bubbling CO2 through n-

Fentane at a stable temperature of 18° C. The anode wires are connected to a positive high

voltage of 3.6 - 4.0 kV, and the cathode layers as well as the outside planes of the chambers

are grounded.

As soon as an ionizing particle traverses the chamber, an avalanche is produced near a

wire, and negative charge is collected by that wire. As a result a positive charged signal is

capacitively induced in the pads and strips behind the cathodes. Operating in a saturated

mode, each ionizing particle traversing the chamber produces about the same signal, so

that the total signal obtained in the pad is proportional to the number of ionizing particles

crossing it. The energy of the parent hadron is proportional to the sum of signals over all

pads in the same tower. This signal sum is measured by an ADC circuit, while the strip

signals are detected by a Streamer Tube Operating System (STOS) circuit which registers

the strips hit. The information from the strips is used to detect minimum ionizing particles

such as muons and punch through hadrons.

Each chamber was irradiated with minimum ionizing particles from a Ru106 source,

where electrons from the upper part of the energy spectrum (near 3.5 MeV) can cross the

whole chamber and reach a scintillator, thereby triggering the pad and strip readout. The
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pulse height spectrum is shown in figure 7.11. It has only a small Landau tail and is well

seperated from the pedestal, some 3pC above it. Detection efficiency is > 94% (90%) for

the pads (strips). The cross talk between neighbouring pads is 3.5%. The pulse height

uniformity is better than 10% within a chamber, and, averaging over all pads within a

chamber, better than 10% between chambers.
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Figure 7.11. Pulse height spectrum of a minimum ionizing particle, measure-

ment taken from a single TGC pad.

§7.5 Large TGC in the OPAL Hadron Pole Tip Calorimeter

Ten large TGC were inserted into 1 cm slots between 8 cm thick iron slabs duplicating

* the OPAL pole tip calorimeter. The calorimeter was irradiated with a pion beam at

energies between 6 to 50 GeV. The measured energy spectrum at a beam energy of 10

GeV, summed over eight towers is shown in figure 7.12. The low deposited energy from

I muon contamination can be easily separated from the large hadron signal at 10 GeV and

from the pedestal at the origin (not shown in the figure).
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Figure 7.12. Measured energy spectrum of a 10 GeVpion beam.

The signal width corresponds to a resolution of a/E = 1.05/y/E(GeV). Increasing

the beam incidence angle from 0° to 25° (maximum value for the OPAL tips) did not

change the signal position, but slightly worsened the resolution. Linear behaviour of the

TGC calorimeter was observed, showing no saturation at high energies.

The e/ir ratio was studied by tagging electrons and hadrons in the beam. Electro-

magnetic showers are more localized in space, have a higher shower particle density, and

are very sensitive to saturation effects resulting from the minimum distance required be-

tween avalanches. The e/ir ratio is shown in figure 7.13 for different energies, as well as

a comparison with Monte-Carlo simulation using the Geisha program121. The simulation

without a saturation effect agrees well with the data.

A lead-glass electromagnetic shower counter 122, with a thickness of 22 rl was inserted

in front of the hadron calorimeter to simulate the OPAL configuration. The system was

irradiated with a mixed beam of electrons and hadrons. The 2-dimensional spectrum of

the lead-glass and the hadron calorimeters is shown in figure 7.14 for a beam energy of

30 GeV. A clear separation into three (pions, muons and electrons) peaks is observed.
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Figure 7.14. Hadron calorimeter versus lead-glass pulse htight.

In summary, production of large surface TGC has been accomplished. The TGC
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are simple to produce in large quantity. They provide large signals for both pad and strip

readout eliminating the need for amplification. When 10 chambers are used as a calorimeter

with 8 cm thick iron slabs between them the relative energy resolution is 105%/>/E.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS

Two topics were presented in this thesis:

§8.1 Resonance Production in 77 Interactions

Two photon production of resonances, decaying into a final state containing charged

pions and low energy photons, were investigated. The response of the TASSO detector to

low energy photons was studied.

The 17' (958) was identified in 77 interactions in the decay channel p°i . The low

energy photon was detected in either of the three TASSO electromagnetic calorimeters,

thereby providing three independent measurements of the coupling of the 77' to 77 . The

combined result is:

r^(r j ' ) = 5.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.65 keV.

The obtained result is consistent with fractional charged quark models which predict

Tni values of ~ 6 keV, while integer charged quark models predict Tni values of ~ 24

keV.

The At (1320) was identified in 77 interactions in the decay channel p^ii*. The

background below the A? resonance was attributed to ir+ir~it° phase space production,

which was calculated. The coupling of the J42 to 77 was measured to be:

T^iAi) = 0.90 ± 0.27 ± 0.16 keV.

The t(l460) and TIC (2980) were searched for in 77 interactions. Limits on their 77 widths

times the branching ratio to the decay channel were obtained:

T77(t -+ 7-7) x B{L - p°7) < 0.54 keV,
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77) x B{r]c -» if'***") < 2.6 keV, (?5%C.L.).

§8.2 Calorimetric Techniques

For the first time in Israel the construction of a calorimeter for high energy experiments

has been accomplished. A very simple way to construct this electromagnetic calorimeter

has been presented. The calorimeter contains a tower and a strip readout. It operates in a

proportional mode using a non-explosive gas mixture. The cross-talk between neighboring

towers is smaller than 1% and the calorimeter has a linear energy response with an energy

resolution of tr/E = 19%/y/E.

Development of large TGC working in a high gain mode has been achieved following

numerous experimental tests. The TGC are relatively simple to produce in large quantity.

They provide large signals for both pad and strip readout eliminating the need for ampli-

fication. When 10 chambers are used as a calorimeter with 8 cm thick iron slabs between

them the relative energy resolution is 105%/y/E which is comparable to that of a limited

streamer tube calorimeter. Production of 400 large surface TGC is under way in Israel

and several other experiments have also shown interest in the TGC.
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